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Abstract
This thesis explores the possibilities for integrating two promising consumer
oriented product evaluation methodologies; Consumer/Market research and
Usability testing. These methods are applied in the Consumer Electronics industry
in order to anticipate to Non-Technical Failures. Two case studies provide a
practical introduction and evaluation of the proposed integrated methodology.
Keywords: Consumer Electronics, Consumer/Market research, Usability testing,
uncertainty, Non-Technical Failures
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Summary
Companies operating in the Consumer Electronics (CE) industry face an
increasing number of consumer complaints. In an increasing share of the claims,
the cause of the complaint is not a technical problem. That, in turn, may indicate
that the product specifications established during the development process do not
match the consumer expectations. These mismatches are known as NonTechnical Failures (NTF) [Bro 05]. NTF are the result of trends in the industry,
identified by several authors [among others: Bro 05, Gra 01, Min 99, Oud 06].
These trends are: 1) increasingly complex products; 2) strong pressure on TimeTo-Market (TTM) and fast adoption cycles; 3) increasingly global economy; and
finally (4) decreasing tolerance of consumers for quality problems. These four
trends often result in uncertainties in the Product Development Process (PDP), in
particular when companies are dealing with highly innovative products.
In order to reduce this uncertainty, more information concerning consumer
expectations is to be obtained. This will reduce the amount of NTF, which again
implies a better performing CE company. Therefore companies should reduce
NTF-related uncertainties, such as product technology uncertainty and market
uncertainty.
In order to reduce uncertainty in the highly innovative CE industry, the need
for information on user-product interaction is increasing. Several suggestions for
obtaining this information are known: an upfront method, concept/product
testing, and field feedback. However, as relatively little is known about these NTF,
an upfront method is not effective [Kei 05]. Additionally, market feedback
information is only available late in the development process [Geo 06]. Therefore
the topic of this masters' thesis will focus on the remaining possibility, namely
concept/product testing during product development. Several methods for testing
are applied during the product development [Dah 02, Lap 94, Oud 06, Oze 99].
However, the most obvious gap in testing is a lack of learning from the field [Oud
06]. Therefore, consumer focused concepts like the marketing-originated
Consumer/Market research (CMR) [Kah 05] and software-oriented Usability
testing [Nie 93] seem promising methodologies.
Consumer/Market research (CMR) techniques: Approaches that collect data from the
consumer or market and then systematically analyze these data to draw inferences on
which to make forecasts [Kah 05].
 Is a marketing method.
 Focus is to define and evaluate the functionality, and therefore is utility oriented.
Usability: The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use
[ISO 1].
 Originates from the software industry.
 Focus is on ease of use, and therefore is usability oriented.

The main issue is that Usability testing relies on the functionality (utility) that is
defined by CMR. Utility is the question whether the functionality of the system in
principle can do what is needed, while usability is the question of how well users
can use that functionality [Gru 92]. However, since the environment of innovative
products is unstable, defining the functionality is difficult. Moreover, it is hard for
consumers to respond to unfamiliar products, since they have no experience with
the product [Lap 94]. Usability testing focuses on the user, whereas CMR on the
other hand generally focuses on the buyer [Oud 06]. Since both the buying and
using experience are important, the scientifical question was raised whether the
two methodologies could be integrated to support the reduction of NTF-related
uncertainty. The CE industry promotes efforts to integrate these two
methodologies. This will provide product developers with a more complete
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evaluation methodology of their products. This clear scientifical motivation and
desire of the CE industry has lead to the following research objective:
Research objective:
Explore the possibility to integrate utility-testing techniques and usability-testing
techniques to eventually reduce NTF.
This consideration should be placed in an industrial context that is able to manage
uncertainties and TTM pressure: an iterative Product Development Process (PDP).
Furthermore, the promising methodology CMR is utility oriented and the
promising methodology Usability testing is usability oriented. The main research
question of this thesis will, therefore, be:
Main research question:
To what extent, can CMR and Usability testing be integrated in an iterative PDP to
collect more (uncertain) user-product interaction information?
Theory
The main differences between CMR and Usability testing, concerning purpose,
focus, goal, actors, and location in the PDP, are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Comparison between CMR and Usability testing

CMR

Usability testing

Purpose

Strategic

Tactic

Focus

Utility (functionality)

Usability (ease of use)

Goal

To identify the needs of the
consumer and verify the
product’s functionality.
To forecast the product’s
diffusion
Executives, brand and
advertising professionals,
product managers

To determine whether the
product can be used with
effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction

Starts with defining the
concept and the users

Starts with a user and a
concept

Actors

PDP

Designers, engineers,
information technology
developers

NTF related uncertainty can be classified into ten categories [Kei 05]. Analyzing
the uncertainty-reduction of both the methodologies inclines that the gaps that
are left open by the one, are filled in by the other.
Table 2 Assessment of CMR and Usability testing methods
on ability of uncertainty reduction (High, Medium)

H
M

H

M
M

Communication

H

Rel. Adv.

M

Ease Of Use

H

Use

M

Changes

M

Wants&Needs

Parity

H

Target Group

Compatibility

CMR
Usability

Ability

NTF-related uncertainty-category

H

This suggests that both methods are not fully applicable in unstable
environments. However, in an integrated method, the two separate methods can
complement each other [Dou 97, Lek 01, Lun 99, Wic 06].
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Case Studies
In order to answer the research question, two case studies about integrating CMR
and Usability testing in have been conducted in collaboration with a multinational
CE company. CMR and Usability testing techniques are investigated in their real
life context, by means of case studies. A case study is a research strategy that
investigates a phenomenon within its real-life context [Yin 03].
Case Study 1 investigates whether there is a difference in uncertainty reduction
between different usability evaluation techniques. Case Study 2 explores whether
CMR Product-use testing, which is a utility-oriented approach, and Empirical
Usability Evaluation, which is a usability-oriented approach, can be integrated.
The methods analyzed in the two case studies are depicted in Figure 1.
BE

USABILITY

UTILITY

Analytical Usability
Evaluation

OBSERVE / INTERVIEW

Empirical Usability
Evaluation

Case
Study 1

Is there a difference in
uncertainty reduction
between different
evaluation techniques?

CMR Product-use
test
Case
Study 2

Is it possible and
interesting to link CMR
and Usability testing?

Figure 1 Three methods analyzed in the case studies

The advantages of an integrated methodology have been identified by the two
case studies as follows:
From Case Study 1 it has become clear that, in order to fully assess a product, it
is necessary to use a variety of techniques. There might be whole classes of
uncertainty-categories missed by any one.
Case Study 2 links CMR and Usability testing and shows that observing a real user
interacting with a product can add value to an Analytical Usability Evaluation. This
is very interesting for the following reasons:
1. The usage of innovative products is hardly predictable;
2. Usability in CE concerns a more subjective image/impression part as well
[Kui 06, Jor 96, Han 01], in contrast to the generally performance oriented
software-usability;
3. Integrating the two methodologies leads to a better insight in the userproduct interaction, since the focus of the evaluation has been broadened.
The focus of an integrated method is on the whole consumer experience
process, although it used to be either on the phases before the purchase
(in case of CMR) or on the phases after the purchase (in case of Usability
testing).
In this manner a broader scope of consumer expectations is covered.
In summary:
1. There is a difference in uncertainty reduction between different evaluation
techniques, both on category and level.
2. It is interesting to integrate CMR and Usability testing: there are usability
issues in a CMR Product-use test. Observing a real user interacting with a
product can add value to an Analytical Usability Evaluation.
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Conceptual Model
In order to express the integration of CMR and Usability testing, a Conceptual
Model is developed, which is depicted in Figure 2. This model integrates utility
and usability testing techniques in a test strategy for a product under
development. Techniques originating from both CMR and Usability testing
literature are used to build these test strategies. The strategies are based on
three dimensions: WHAT, HOW and WHEN.
• WHAT addresses the category of the artifact that is evaluated;
• HOW addresses the execution of the test (which is actually a combination of
WHO interacts with the product and WHERE the interaction takes place);
• WHEN addresses the place in the PDP.
The first step towards integration is reasoning from a product perspective instead
of an organizational perspective. The basis of the model is not to apply known
test techniques, but to develop a test strategy along the three dimensions.
Each combination of the three dimensions matches with techniques from the
literature; which can be CMR-oriented, Usability-oriented or both.
Furthermore, each combination and matching techniques result in a reduction of a
certain level of uncertainty on an uncertainty category.

WHEN
(PDP action)

WHAT
(representation artifact)

realistic
considerations

HOW
(Lab - Field and
Be – Observe/Interview)

Techniques from Literature
-utility & usability-

WHY
(uncertainty:
category & level)

Figure 2 Conceptual Model

The operationalization of the Conceptual Model is a framework in which all
realistic combinations have been matched with several techniques from the
literature. The level and category of uncertainty reduction is established for each
combination. An example of such a combination is depicted in Table 3.
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M

Communication

Rel. Adv.

Ease Of Use

Use

H

Changes

M H

Wants&Needs

Parity

Co-Discovery Exploration/Learning
Empirical Usability Evaluation, Lab
CMR performance evaluation

Target Group

Compatibility

impl.

Ability

O/I

techniques

WHAT:prototype

L

HOW: B - O/I

CCT

HOW: L - F

WHEN:action

Table 3 Combination in the framework

Conclusions
The Conceptual Model can be considered in three different levels: framework,
dimension and combination. Because of these three different levels in the model,
three aggregations are possible. This is depicted in Figure 3.
LEVEL: Framework

LEVEL: Dimension

LEVEL: Combination

realistic combinations of
WHAT, HOW & WHEN

WHAT / HOW / WHEN
set of combinations

integration techniques

Aggregation1

Aggregation2

Aggregation3

Figure 3 Levels in the framework with accompanying aggregations

Adapting the Conceptual Model to the case studies shows that CMR and Usability
testing are integrated by the model in several ways:
 Using a product perspective instead of an organisational perspective on
framework level;
 Different kind of integration throughout the PDP on WHEN-dimension
level;
 Integration of utility and usability oriented techniques on combination
level.
These three aspects lead to:
 Earlier reduction of uncertainty on framework level;
 Ability to differentiate based on feasible combinations on WHEN-dimension
level.
 Creative solutions on combination level.
Recommendations
Two recommendations that emerge from the research project are worthwhile for
further research.
1. Selecting participants
In product evaluation techniques initiated by marketing organizations the
participants in a test are generally selected on buying intention [Rog 62].
When integrating CMR and Usability testing, the focus has shifted from mere
buying intention to the whole consumer experience process. Therefore, a
selection on buying intention does not suffice anymore and another selection
method is required. Kleuskens [Kle 07] has investigated this phenomenon and
presents a method where the test-participants are classified on subjective and
objective knowledge. Further research should indicate whether this method is
favorable in the case of an integration of CMR and Usability testing.
2. Market testing
A method slightly beyond the scope of this research is Market testing. In
Market testing the product is evaluated on aspects like price, availability,
communication and relative advantage by means of end-users in their own
environment. A very small market with a fast feedback loop is created.
Information from potential consumers is available at an earlier stage.
Although this is an interesting concept, the use of lead users is still
questionable [Kei 05]. This is due to the unstable environment of innovative
products. Furthermore, real lead users are hard to identify in the case of high
innovative products. At times the lead user is to be sought in another type of
industry or environment. Other types of participants can be addressed as well,
such as expert users or target consumers [Kei 05]. Further research should
indicate to what extent Market testing is able to reduce NTF-related
uncertainty.
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Abbreviations
B
BDC
CCT
CE
CEC
CET
CEV
CFPDP
CIS
CMI
CMR
CRP
CST
DfSS
DIM
DVD
F
FMEA
FCR
FT
FTt
FTx
GOMS
HCCT
HD
HE
I
L
NTF
O
OOB
OOBt
OOBx
OFD
PDP
PEV
PC
PD
PDMA
POI
PP
QFD
RP
SD
ST
SUT
TTM
TU/e
UI
USB

Be the user
Basic Design Cycle
Concept Test
Consumer Electronics
Consumer Experience Center
Consumer Experience Test
Concept Evaluation
Concurrent Fast Product Development Process
Consumer Interactive Systems
Consumer and Market Intelligence
Consumer/Market Research
Commercially Released Product
Consumer Test
Design for Six Sigma
Delfts Innovatiestappen Model
Digital Versatile Disk
Field Test
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
Field Call Rate
Field Test (in Case Study 1)
Field Test test
Field Test experience
Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection
High Contract Consumer Test
Hard Disk
Heuristic Evaluation
Interview the user
Laboratory Test
Non-Technical Failure
Observe the user
Out-Of-Box
Out-Of-Box test
Out-Of-Box experience
Quality Function Deployment
Product Development Process
Prototype Evaluation
Product Concept
Product Design
Product Development and Management Association
Point Of Interest
Product Plan
Quality Function Deployment
Released Product
Secure Digital
Scenario Testing
System Usability Test
Time-To-Market
Eindhoven University of Technology
User Interface
Universal Serial Bus
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1 Introduction
This chapter introduces an interesting issue in the Consumer Electronics (CE)
industry. In the CE industry an increasing number of consumer complaints,
concerning Non-Technical failures exists. This is the result of trends in the
industry, which have lead to higher levels of uncertainty in product development.
In order to reduce uncertainty in the highly innovative CE industry, the need for
information on user-product interaction is increasing. In Section 1.1, the research
area is explained: two promising methodologies to deal with this topic are
introduced. There is desire from scientific and industrial perspective to connect
these methodologies. Section 1.2 explains the followed research methodology and
the last section covers the outline of the rest of the thesis.
Research Area

1.1

Research on consumer complaints in the
CE industry indicates an interesting
change over the past decades. There
has been a significant decrease in the
amount of consumer complaints up to
the mid 90's [Oud 06]. Den Ouden [Oud
06] showed that this amount started
Figure 1.1 Average % of consumer complaints on
increasing again in the mid 90’s, as is
new products [Oud 06]
depicted in Figure 1.1.
The analysis of the increasing number of complaints in the CE industry showed
that from a significant portion of the returns, no technical problem in the product
was found [Oud06]. This analysis relates to studies in the CE environment where
several trends impacting reliability of technical systems were identified [Bro 05,
Gra 01, Min 99, Oud 06]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increasingly complex products
Strong pressure on Time-To-Market (TTM) and fast adoption cycles
Increasingly global economy
Decreasing tolerance of consumers for quality problems.
Percentage No Fault Found

60
The increasingly complex products
resulted in a higher percentage of
50
claims where the cause of the
40
complaint could not be determined,
30
depicted in Figure 1.2. This indicates
20
that
the
product
specifications
established during the development
10
process do not match the consumer
0
expectations. This phenomenon is
1975
1980 1985 1990
1995
2000 2005
known as Non-Technical Failures
Year
(NTF) [Bro 05].
Figure 1.2 Percentage of claims where cause of the
At the same time, products need to
complaint can not be determined [Bro 05b]
be faster in the market in order to
keep up with the increasing global competition [Kui 05]. These products are
adopted in a faster pace by a global consumer base. Another issue is that
nowadays a person’s understanding for what can go wrong is decreasing (Figure
1.3). Consumers merely see what the system is supposed to deliver and not the
underlying system complexity of the simple looking apparatus [Oud 06].
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Not sufficient satisfiers

future

Not according to expectations
current

Failure can’t be confirmed
Not according to specification
past

Not safe (liability)
0

1

Time (years)

2

>3

Figure 1.3 Trends in warranty coverage (based on Berden 1999) [Oud 06]

1.2

Uncertainty

The four trends often result in uncertainties in product development [Kui 05].
Uncertainty is the difference between the amount of information required to
perform a task and the amount of information already possessed by the
organization [Gal 73]
High levels of uncertainty occur in particularly in highly innovative products. Lu
[Lu 02] and Verganti [Ver 99] point out that a proactive approach of uncertainty
reduction has a favorable effect. Attention should be paid in early phases of the
Product Development Process (PDP) to uncertainty reduction. According to Luijten
[Lui 03] and Den Ouden et al. [Oud 03], the development of products can be
characterized by three types of uncertainties: market uncertainty, product
technology uncertainty and industrial chain uncertainty. Keijzers [Kei 05] and
Ganesh [Gan 05] reckon that most relevant NTF stem from product design and
are not related to industrial chain uncertainty. In order to reduce market and
product uncertainty, the following three ‘paths' are proposed by Luijten [Lui 03]:
1. Analyze consumer expectations.
Upfront in the product development cycle, consumer needs and expectations
are analyzed by the marketing department. Keijzers [Kei 05] states that this
would be ideal if it were not for the facts that, first of al, the ‘fuzzy front-end’
of a PDP is often highly uncertain and fast evolving or chaotic by nature [Cag
05]. Secondly, consumers are often unable to define or even understand what
they want [Mor 89, Mul 98]. Thirdly, the problem with analyzing the
expectations upfront to reduce NTF is that there is too little known yet about
these NTF that an upfront method is not effective [Kei 05].
2. Concept/ product testing.
Concept or product testing is performed during product development. The
concept/product is evaluated on consumer needs. There are several methods
for testing during the PDP [Dah 02, Lap 94, Oud 06, Oze 99], but the most
obvious white spot is the lack of learning from the field [Oud 06]. Therefore,
consumer-focused concepts like Consumer/Market research [Kah 05] and
Usability testing [Nie 93] seem promising methods.
Consumer/Market research (CMR) techniques are approaches that collect data
on the consumer/market. The data is analyzed analyze these data to draw
inferences on which to make forecasts [Kah 05]. Similar methods have been
defined by Lappin [Lap 94] and Ozer [Oze 99]. According to Keijzers [Kei 05],
Product-use tests like beta tests [Oze 99], High Contrast Consumer Tests
[Boe 03] and Out-of-Box Experience tests [Kam 02, Sel 00] have the
advantage that they represent actual usage of consumers.
Usability tests have proven themselves already in the software world in
making software applications ‘easy to use’ [Nie 94]. The concept of usability
has recently moved into the CE industry [Han 01, Kui 06, Kui 07, Kwa 02].
Several definitions are known, but in general, usability can be seen as the
extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of
use [ISO 1, Jok 03].
3. Field Feedback.
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Field Feedback is gathered after the product’s market introduction and the
performance of the product in the field is analyzed. Sources of feedback from
the field are, for example, service centers, helpdesks, customer satisfaction
surveys, focus groups or internet forums [Geo 06, Oud 06, Pet 03]. Petkova
[Pet 99, Pet 03] and George [Geo 06] discuss several issues concerning the
applicability of field feedback to prevent NTF, like (1) no root cause is found,
(2) there is no information gathered about conditions in which the customer
uses the product and (3) feedback information is too late. Recent research
[Koc 07, Koc 07a] has indicated that field feedback currently is collected more
effective and therefore NTF can be handled well. However, the argument that
the feedback loop in companies is too slow, and therefore information is
available too late, still holds.
In the Figure 1.4 these three different ‘paths’ to reduce market uncertainty and
product technology uncertainty are depicted.
Analyse
consumer
expectations
 Focus group

Little
knowledge
NTF

Market/product
technology
uncertainty

Concept/
product testing

 Consumer/market
research
 Usability testing

Field feedback

 Service centre
 Helpdesk
 Customer satisfation
survey
 Focus group
 Internet (forum)

Late

Promising
Figure 1.4 Three methods to reduce market/ product uncertainty [based on Kei 05]

CMR and Usability testing is the subject of this research as promising
methodologies for reducing uncertainty. Several authors point out that
uncertainty needs to be managed early in the PDP [Lu 02, Lui 03, Ver 99]. Other
research discusses that an iterative approach provides flexibility to deal with
uncertainty and TTM pressure in dynamic environments [Bro 01, Bui 05, Mac 01,
Min 05, Oud 06]
The next subsections discuss the relevance of this research in both CE companies
and literature: how CMR and Usability testing can gather the necessary userproduct interaction information during the PDP. First the scientific motivation is
presented and afterwards the industrial relevance is elaborated on.
1.2.1 Scientific motivation, gap in literature
The two promising methods CMR [Kah 05, Lap 94, Oze 99] and Usability testing
[Bev 94, Han 01, Hix 93, Hol 05, Kui 06, Kui 07, Kwa 02, Nie 93], are described
frequently as methodologies to gather information in the PDP. The main
difference in these two tests can be related to Nielsen’s [Nie 93] definition of
system acceptability. In this definition usefulness of the product consists of utility
and usability. Utility is the question whether the functionality of the system in
principle can do what is needed, and usability is the question of how well users
can use that functionality [Gru 92, Wan 03].
The focus of CMR is mainly on defining the utility; whether the system in principle
can do what is needed by the consumer [Lap 94]. In Usability testing, the main
focus is, given the functionality of the product, how well users can use that
functionality [Nie 94]. According to Lappin, CMR can reduce the uncertainty and
risk that accompany the introduction of new products into the marketplace [Lap
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94]. Usability testing, on the other hand, is more focused on reducing uncertainty
concerning feasibility of functions and features [Nie 93].
The main issue is the fact that Usability testing relies on the functionality that is
defined by CMR. In case of innovative products, the environment is unstable and
it is hard for consumers to respond to unfamiliar products, since they have no
experience with the product [Lap 94]. On the other hand, Usability testing does
have the important focus on the user1, where CMR is generally focused on the
buyer [Oud 06]. This leads to the question whether the two methods could be
integrated to support the reduction of a broader scope of uncertainty-categories
and eventually to reduce NTF.
1.2.2 Industrial relevance
Observations and interviews with experts in a company which operates in the CE
industry reveal the following: both CMR tests and Usability tests are performed to
retrieve more information about the consumers’ expectations and product-user
interaction. The main issue concerning the applicability of these two promising
methodologies is twofold. Firstly, CMR tests have valuable consumer input.
However, they are performed at the end of the PDP in the company. Given the
TTM pressure under which the company operates, there is not much time left for
improvements in the current generation. Usability testing is performed earlier and
has more focus on the usage phase of the consumer experience; a drawback is
the fact that no real consumers are involved. The two methods each have their
own strengths and weaknesses. Therefore an intention in the company exists to
integrate these two methodologies in order to provide product developers with a
more complete evaluation of their products.
1.2.3 Research Questions
Since there is clear motivation in science and industry, there is a need to find out
whether CMR and Usability testing can be integrated in order to improve the
understanding of customer requirements and eventually reduce NTF. The
objective of this research is to explore the possibility to retrieve more information
concerning the usefulness (utility and usability) of a product by means of an
integrated methodology. The aim of this methodology should be to reduce the
uncertainty in high innovative product development. The mismatch between the
product specifications and the consumer expectations is to be decreased, so the
number of NTF can be reduced. The main research objective can be posed as
follows:
Research objective:
Explore the possibility to integrate utility-testing techniques and usability-testing
techniques to eventually reduce NTF.
Improving the understanding of consumer requirements, concerning utility and
usability, can reduce NTF. A need exists to explore whether there are possibilities
to integrate the two promising and consumer oriented methodologies CMR and
Usability testing. This consideration should be placed in an industrial context that
is able to manage uncertainties and TTM pressure: an iterative PDP. The main
research question of this thesis will be therefore:

1

The focus on the user is important since consumer complaints concerning NTF occur after the
purchase (see consumer experience process of Beurden et al. [Beu 04]), since after purchase it will
become clear for the user that the product specifications do not meet his expectations(NTF, [Bro 05]).
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Main research question:
To what extent, can CMR and Usability testing be integrated in an iterative PDP to
collect more (uncertain) user-product interaction information?
The aim of this thesis is to answer the main research question. This main
research question is subdivided into the following sub-research questions.
1. What is the role of CMR in the PDP?
2. What is the role of Usability testing in the PDP?
3. What is the theoretical difference between CMR and Usability testing in the
PDP?
4. How can CMR and Usability testing be integrated?
5. What are the advantages of an integrated methodology?
1.2.4 Research Methodology
Since there is lack of research focused on integration of CMR and Usability testing
in the CE industry, the nature of this research is exploratory. There are clear
expectations, but the theoretical framework is vague [Gro 94]. A literature
research is conducted to build a theoretical foundation. Two case studies are
performed for a more practical foundation. The case studies have an empirical
explorative character which implies that observations in practice are performed in
order to find links and explore [Gro 94]. Afterwards, a theoretical proposal for the
integration is done by means of a Conceptual Model. This model is adapted to the
two case studies to provide insight in the applicability and advantages of the
proposed integrated methodology.
Verschuuren and Doorewaard [Ver 04] differentiate between theory oriented and
practice oriented research. Theory oriented research can aim at theory
development or theory testing. This research is theory oriented, since the
objective is to develop and test a theory. On the other hand, practice oriented
research has the objective to alter a practical situation. Practice oriented research
can be diverted in five different areas, one of which is ‘problem finding’. Since not
only an external (scientific, theoretical) motivation, but also an internal
(industrial, practical) motivation is the basis for this research (Section 1.1), this
research is partly practice oriented as well.
The following research model is followed in order to answer the research
questions posed in the previous section. Literature, interviews with experts, and
experience in practice form the input for the case studies. Insights from the case
studies, together with the earlier obtained knowledge, lead to a conceptual
model. The model is adapted to the case studies for exemplification and
evaluation. This way insight in the applicability and advantages of an integrated
methodology for CMR and Usability testing is created.
Literature
Product Development

Literature CMR

Case study 1
&
Case study 2

Literature
Usability testing

Insight in the
applicability &
advantages of an
integrated
methodology

Interviews with
experts
Conceptual Model
Experience in
practice

Figure 1.5 Research Model [Ver 04]
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1.3

Outline of the thesis

The research that is introduced in the former sections is elaborated in the
remainder of this thesis. Chapter 2 covers the theoretical background of the
research problem and answers sub-questions 1, 2 and 3 (Section 1.2). A
literature overview concerning CMR and Usability testing is provided and these
two concepts are compared. The conclusion of Chapter 2 leads to the gap in
literature and the final research objective. In Chapter 3, two case studies in the
CE industry are described. These case studies provide the practical background of
an integrated methodology. In Chapter 4, a theoretical proposal of an integrated
methodology is provided in the Conceptual Model. This model is related to
practice by adapting it to the two earlier described case studies. Chapter 5 is the
final chapter of this thesis and covers conclusions concerning the applicability and
advantages of the method proposed in Chapter 4. Recommendations for further
research and practical recommendations are given in the last part of Chapter 5.
In summary, the figure below visualizes the link between the research
methodology presented in Section 1.2.4 and the associated chapter indication.
The four steps of Kempen and Keizer’s research methodology [Kem 00] are
shown, together with an indication of the moment in the thesis where the
research questions are answered.
Scientifical
Motivation

Literature CMR

Literature Product
Development

Industrial
Relevance

Literature Usability
testing

Conceptual Model

1: Introduction

Interviews with
experts

Adaptation of the
Conceptual Model
to Case Study
Navigation System
& DVDR-player

4: Conceptual Model
Insight in the
applicability of an
integrated
methodology

Experience in
practice

2: Literature
Review

Recommendations

Case Study
Navigation System

5: Conclusions and
Recommendations

Case Study
DVDR-Player

3: Case studies
ORIENTATION




ANALYSIS

DESIGN

What is CMR? (1)
What is Usability testing ?
(2)
What is theoretical
difference between CMR
and Usability testing? (3)



EVALUATION

How can CMR and
Usability testing be
integrated? (4)



What are the
advantages of an
integrated method?
(5)

Figure 1.6 Outline of the thesis
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2 Literature Review
This chapter discusses the theoretical background of the research problem and
answers the research sub-questions posed in Section 1.2, namely:
1. What is the role of Consumer/Market Research in the PDP?
2. What is the role of Usability testing in the PDP?
3. What is the theoretical difference between Consumer/Market research and
Usability testing in the PDP?
The first section covers introductory remarks concerning the trends and
challenges in the CE industry. These trends and challenges in the industry have
lead to Non-Technical failures (NTF) since the last decennia, which are described
in Section 2.2. Furthermore, the challenges and trends in CE result in a need for
innovative products in order to stay competitive. Section 2.3 elaborates on this
need. In Section 2.4, the uncertainty that is related to innovative products and
NTF is discussed and Section 2.5 explains the need for a consumer oriented
approach of developing products. The promising, consumer oriented
methodologies CMR and Usability testing are described in respectively Section 2.6
and Section 2.7. Afterwards CMR and Usability testing are compared in Section
2.8 and the final section concludes with the gap in literature.
NTF
(2.2)
leads to more

CMR
(2.6)
result in

CE Industry:
Challenges
(2.1)

result in

need for

promising

Uncertainty
Consumer
(Product-Market)need fororiented approach
(2.4)
(2.5)

Comparison
CMR - Usability
(2.8)

promising

Innovation
(2.3)

Conclusion:
Gap in literature
(2.9)

Usability Testing
(2.7)

Figure 2.1 Outline Literature Review

2.1

The Consumer Electronics industry

As mentioned in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.1), the amount of consumer complaints have
decreased and, after the mid 90’s, this amount has increased again [Oud 06].
One of the trends observed by Den Ouden is that in a significant portion of the
returns, the technical problem in the product was not found. Chapter 1 mentions
the four trends that are the origin of the movement in the CE industry [Bro 05,
Gra 01, Min 99, Oud 06], namely:





Increasingly complex products
Strong pressure on Time-To-Market (TTM) and fast adoption cycles
Increasingly global economy
Decreasing tolerance of consumers for quality problems.

These trends can be translated in challenges for CE companies and success
factors in the industry are for example: the ability to handle multiple types of
uncertainties of failures [Oud 06]. Because of the innovative and increasingly
complex products, companies should be able to handle both technological
(feasibility of functions and features) and market uncertainties (needs and
expectations of global customers) [Oud 06]. Furthermore, both 'soft' failures
(proposition not according to expectations, NTF) as well as hard failures (product
not according to specification, technical) should be handled [Bro 05].
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In the following sections, the three concepts NTF, innovative products, and
uncertainty and their relations are further elaborated on.
2.2

NTF in relation to the consumer experience process.

As mentioned before in Chapter 1, this research aims at reducing NTF. A NTF
indicates that the product specifications established during the development
process do not match the consumer expectations [Bro 05]. To understand the
causes of consumer complaints, a framework for consumer experience is provided
by Beurden et al. [Beu 04] and is visualized in Figure 2.2.

Consumer Process
Consumer
process

PreSales

Areas of
dissatisfaction

Product
Promise

PURCHASE

Point of Sales

Location

Out of the Box

Attractiveness
ofProduct

Unpacking

Intallation &
1st Use

Extended Use

Usability

Lifetime

Overall Emotions and Expectations
Figure 2.2 Consumer Process and (potential) areas of dissatisfaction [Beu 04]

Den Ouden found that almost half of the returned CE products concern NTF [Oud
06]. Furthermore, a significant amount of the customer complaints regarding a
new product occurs in the ‘out of the box’ and the ‘extended use’ phases (Figure
2.2). Especially the sub phases ‘Installation & first use’ and ‘usability’ were
represented on a large scale [Oud 06].

2.3

The need for innovative products

Ozer [Oze 99] argues that in the more globally operating and competing world,
cost saving and quality improvement are no longer sufficient. The cutting edge is
growth [Hen 89]. To win the competitive battle, companies should create and
dominate new markets by developing new products [Coh 94]. However, internal
and external complexity provides high risk in the production of innovative
products [Pet 03]. A lack of knowledge concerning the consumer expectations
regarding innovative products leads to an unexpectedly high amount of warranty
claims [Bli 96]. Petkova points out that these claims lead to money loss: in the
warranty period the loss is generally taken by the manufacturer and after the
warranty period by the customer [Pet 03].
Since this research is focused on innovative products, the concept of innovative
products is explained in this section. Petkova [Pet 03] defines innovative products
as products with a basically new functionality or product design. Garcia and
Calantone point out that the term ‘innovative’ is a controversial term [Gar 02].
Research aimed at comparing different definitions of innovation and
innovativeness in literature and practice lead to the following definition: A product
can either be new to the customer, to the industry or to the firm (Figure 2.3) [Gar
02]. Garcia and Calantone [Gar 02] define five types of innovative products,
each with a different subset of the operationalization in Figure 2.3; radical, really
new, discontinuous, incremental and imitative innovations.
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Figure 2.3 Operationalization of innovativeness [Gar 02].

Ozer [Oze 99] points out that for innovative products with new functionality it is
not always clear how customers will use the product. In other words: innovation
leads to uncertainty. The concept of uncertainty is drawn up in the next section.
2.4

Uncertainty

As already mentioned in Section 1.1, the four trends in the CE industry often
result in uncertainties in the PDP [Kui 05]. In particular highly innovative products
are characterized by high levels of uncertainty [Oze 99]. Galbraith defines
uncertainty as follows:
Uncertainty is the difference between the amount of information required to perform a task
and the amount of information already possessed by the organization [Gal 73]

According to Luijten [Lui 03] and Den Ouden et al. [Oud 03], product
development projects can be characterized by three types of uncertainties:
1. Market uncertainty: Uncertainty about what the consumers want and what
the market looks like [Mac 03].
2. Product technology uncertainty: Uncertainty about the behavior,
performance and quality of product technologies.
3. Industrial chain uncertainty: Uncertainty about the behavior, performance
and quality of production process technologies.
Keijzers [Kei 05] and Ganesh [Gan 05] reason that most relevant NTF stem from
product design and are not related to industrial chain uncertainty. Therefore
reducing product technology uncertainty and market uncertainty is the main issue
in this thesis. In Table 2.1, these two types of uncertainty are elaborated.
Table 2.1 Subdivision of product technology and market uncertainty [adapted from Kei 05]
Product technology uncertainty
Market uncertainty
1. Ability of the (product) technology to meet the
intended functions or a translation of those
functions into lower level requirements.  Ability
2. Compatibility of the (product) technology with
existing
technological
standards,
use
environment and/or knowledge of the consumer
 Compatibility
3. Performance and attractiveness of the
(product) technology compared to other (future)
technology.  Parity

1. What the target consumer and user group are.
 Target group
2. What the consumer and the user want and
need.  Wants&Needs
3. The changes in the consumer needs/attitudes
environment during the product development.
 Changes
4. Consumer use  Use
5. User acceptance of the product
a. ease of use  Ease Of Use
b. relative advantage  Rel. Adv.
c. product communication  Communication
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2.4.1 Managing uncertainty: early and iteratively!
Early: Lu analyzed reliability problems in Concurrent Fast Product Development
Processes (CFPDP). She argues that uncertainty needs to be reduced early in the
CFPDP. When uncertainty is properly handled and reduced in the early phases of
the CFPDP, it should be possible
to
manage
the
predicted
reliability problems proactively
[Lu 02]. If uncertainty is not
managed
in
the
CFPDP,
uncertainty
will
eventually
decrease at the end. This could
be too late to prevent reliability
problems from occurring very
late in the CFPDP or at the
customer [Lu 02, Lui 03]. Figure
2.4 shows both situations.
Figure 2.4 Managing uncertainty in a PDP;
a) no management; b) pro-active management [Lu02]

Verganti points out that, not only in the case of CFPDP’s, but in all kinds of PDP’s,
the early phases are the most crucial. Cost and time of corrective action and
engineering change dramatically increase as the process goes towards
implementation [Hay 88, Ver 99]. Anticipation is very important and the impact of
design choices
on
market
requirements, design
feasibility, product
manufacturability, usability, reliability, maintainability, recyclability and so on,
should be analyzed as early as possible in the development process [Ver 99] as
depicted in Figure 2.5.
Uncertainties about
constraints and
opportunities in the
product life cycle

Cost and time of
corrective actions

Early Phase
(Concept Generation &
Product Planning)
Anticipation

Implementation
(Product and Process
Design)

Stage in the product
development process
where constraints and
opportunities emerge

Reaction

Figure 2.5 Uncertainty and cost and time of corrective actions in the PDP [Ver 99]

Iteratively: An iterative approach provides flexibility to deal with uncertainty and
dynamic environments [Mac 01, Min 05]. Brombacher et al. [Bro 01] propose an
iterative engineering model. The authors point out that that an iterative process
has the advantage of on the one hand of an early prevention of problems (precontrol). On the other hand it can provide a fast and detailed feedback related to
new technologies and new consumers. Early iterations realize efficiency in new
product development as a result of the avoidance of time-consuming rework [Min
05]. Fast and early iterations enable fast learning in the PDP, which is necessary
to stay competitive nowadays [Min 05, Rep 01, Sab 00]. Den Ouden [Oud 06]
identified the iterative Delftse Innovatiestappen Model (DIM) of Buijs and
Valkenburg [Bui 05] as the most complete model for a product innovation cycle.
The structure of the DIM is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Structure of "het Delftse Innovatiestappen Model (DIM) [Bui 05]

2.5

The need for a consumer oriented approach

Ozer [Oze 99] states that consumers require a high product quality level, which
conflicts with the time pressure in the CE industry and the high innovation
degree. In the past, several approaches are proposed for developing high quality
products [among others: Boo 03, Gan 05, Kau 98, Kei 05, Oud 06, Oze 99]. In
order to reduce the amount of product returns as a result of the mismatch
between product specifications and consumer expectations (NTF), a relevant
requirement is that the method should be able to cover a broad scope of failures
[Oud 06]. The following methods are highlighted by Den Ouden [Oud 06] as
methods covering a broad scope of failures:
 Customer/user centered design [among others: Avo 01, ISO 1, Jok 03]
 QFD [among others: Cha 99, Aka 05]
 Consumer involvement in idea generation [among others: Kau 98, Coo 02]
 Evaluation and testing with consumers [among others: Kah 05, Oze 99,
Lap 94]
 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) [among others: Lu 02, Zog 05,
Kei 05, Boo 03, Lew 96]
 Design for Six Sigma (DfSS) [Among others Boo 03, Kei 05, Ban 03]
 Robust Design [among others: Kei 05, Boo 03, Zog 05, Lew 96].
Secondly, the methodology should be able to handle both technological and
market uncertainties [Oud 06].
 To handle uncertainties the approach should be able to handle unstable
consumer requirements. This is not the case for QFD, DfSS and Robust
Design [Oze 99, Oud 06].
 Consumer oriented approaches like Customer/user centered design and
Consumer involvement in idea generation do not explicitly focus on
handling uncertainties [Oud 06].
 FMEA only manages risks and not uncertainties [Oud 06].
 Evaluation and testing with consumers does cover both technical and Nontechnical failures [Oud 06]. However, many market research tests focus
on buying intention only and not on feedback for product quality
improvement.
Den Ouden [Oud 06] argues that a consumer oriented approach is needed.
Evaluation and testing with consumers seems a promising method [Kei 05] to
reduce uncertainty in an unstable environment. Upcoming two sections discuss
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two promising methods for evaluation and
Consumer/Market research and Usability testing.
2.6

testing

with

consumers:

Consumer/Market research (CMR)

In literature an extensive number of methods and tools for evaluation and testing
the concept or product with the consumer or user are presented [Oud 06, Coo 02,
Dah 02, Oze 99, Ver 98, Kah 05]. Ozer describes ‘New Product evaluation’ [Oze
99]. Similar methods have been described by Lappin: ‘Consumer Marketing
Research’ [Lap 94] and Kahn: Consumer/Market research [Kah 05]. In order to
prevent confusion in this thesis, the terminology of Kahn is used.
Kahn uses the term Consumer/Market research (CMR) techniques and defines it
as follows: Approaches that collect data on the consumer or market and then
systematically analyze these data to draw inferences on which to make forecasts
[Kah 05]. Four general classes of CMR techniques are defined by Kahn; Concept
testing, Product-use testing, Pre-Market testing and Market testing (
Table 2.2).
Table 2.2 CMR techniques [adapted from Kah 05]

Consumer/Market research techniques
Approaches that collect data on the consumer or market and then systematically
analyze these data to draw inferences on which to make forecasts
Concept testing
Current and/or potential customers evaluate a new product concept and give their opinions
on whether the concept is something that they might have interest in and would likely buy.
 Proof the new product concept.
Product-use testing
Current and/or potential customers evaluate a product’s functional characteristics and
performance (Ozer discusses three types of Product-use testing: alpha (α), beta (β) and
gamma (γ) testing [Oze 99])
 Proof the product’s function
Pre-Market testing
A procedure that uses syndicated data and primary consumer research to estimate the
sales potential of new product initiatives
 Estimation sales potential
Market testing
Targeted consumers evaluate the market plan for a new product in a market setting
 Proof of proposed marketing plan and the ‘final’ new product

These four classes of techniques can be divided in two parts: (1) Early techniques
where the needs and functionality are identified; Concept testing and Product-use
testing and (2) Late techniques where the product success is analyzed; PreMarket testing and Market testing. A difference between early and late CMR is
made in this thesis.
2.6.1 Discussion CMR
Since the ultimate goal of new product evaluation is to reduce uncertainties, the
four classes of CMR techniques are evaluated against the different categories of
product technology uncertainty and market uncertainty. Appendix II elaborates
on the background of this evaluation and this section provides a summary. The
result of this evaluation is presented in Table 2.3.
First of all, for each method, there is the drawback that the test participants
might not be representative for the target market [Oze 99].
Concept testing: CMR techniques generally require a stable environment for
addressing the consumer acceptance or product usage [Oze 99]. They can not
handle the market- and technological uncertainties that the development of
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innovative products faces. It is hard for consumers to respond to unfamiliar
products since they have no experience with the product [Lap 94, Mac 03]. This is
exactly the issue with Concept testing, as can be seen in Table 2.3. Lack of
experience with the product causes an ineffective assessment of Target Group,
Wants&Needs, Use and Relative Advantage.
Product-use testing: By participating in a Product-use test, a consumer can
experience the product. As compared to Concept testing, the needs and wants
can be articulated better since the participant interacts with a prototype; a
prototype can provide a different language, according to Schrage [Sch 96].
A drawback mentioned by Den Ouden [Oud 06], is that many market
research tests focus on the buying intention only. No consumer feedback is
gathered for product quality improvement [Oud 06]. In addition, participants are
selected as being potential buyers, and not explicitly as users [Sai 00]. Due to
this focus on buying intention, product technology uncertainty is not tackled.
Exception is Ability, which is aimed on functionality evaluation. The participants
are selected based on the earlier defined target market; as a consequence Target
Group uncertainty is not addressed.
The Changes in the wants and needs of the consumer that were attended
in concept testing can be assessed because of the interaction with a prototype.
The functionality of the product is assessed [Ker 97] and not how the
functionality is used. Therefore uncertainty concerning the actual Ease of use of
the product is not fully tackled. Use can be addressed by interviewing the
participants during or after the test. Due to the laboratory setting (in case of
alpha tests), these are only speculations.
Pre-Market testing: Pre-market testing is performed to estimate the sales
potential, but only on a small part of the market, therefore Target Group,
Wants&Needs, Change, Rel. Adv, and Communication are covered medium, while
the method is good in reducing uncertainty concerning Use, because of the
realistic environment. Pre-Market testing is highly marketing oriented [Kah 05,
Oze 99, Cra 94]. The focus is on the phases before the purchase in the consumer
experience process [Beu 04, Table 2.3] so product technology issues and Ease of
Use are not addressed.
Market testing: The marketing plan is evaluated in the market-test and gives a
good indication about Target Group, Changes, Use and Communication. The Rel.
Adv. of the product lags behind, since only the companies own product is
evaluated. Market testing is highly marketing oriented [Kah 05, Oze 99, Cra 94].
The focus is on the phases before the purchase in the consumer experience
process [Beu 04, Table 2.3] so Product technology issues and Ease of Use
uncertainty are not addressed.
In summary, the table below provides an overview of the different consumer/
market research techniques in relation to the different categories of uncertainty
provided earlier in Table 2.1.
Table 2.3 CMR and uncertainty (High, Medium, Low)

L
M
H
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H
H
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L
L
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Parity

Target Group

Concept testing
Product-use testing
Pre-Market testing
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Compatibility

Ability
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M
H

2.7

Usability Testing

Another interesting concept that focuses on delivering a better product in the
eyes of the consumer, is Usability testing. The concept usability has its roots in
the computer industry [Nie 93]. The concept evolved when computer vendors
started to see users as more than an inconvenience, and the term ‘user friendly’
entered the world. Since then, interface professionals have been using a lot of
terms. A number of these terms are CHI (Computer-Human Interaction), UCD
(User Centred Design), MMI (Man-Machine Interface), HMI (Human-Machine
interface), OMI (Operator-Machine Interface) UID (User Interface Design), HF
(Human Factors) and ergonomics [Nie 93]. In order to respond to the more
heterogeneous and less technically experienced users, usability has gained
popularity. [Bev 94, Dum 93, Hix 93, Hol 05].
ISO 9241-11 defines usability as the extent to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction in a specified context of use. This definition is becoming the main
reference of usability, according to Jokela et al. [Jok 03]. The exploration of the
definition of usability by Jokela et al. is in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4 Exploring the standard definition of usability [adapted from Jok 03]

Usability is defined in ISO 9241-11 [ISO 1] as follows:
Usability: The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of
use.
The terms are further defined as follows:
Effectiveness: the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified goals
Efficiency: the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with
which users achieve goals
Satisfaction: freedom from discomfort, and positive attitude to the use of the product
Context of use: characteristics of the users, tasks and the organizational and physical
environments
Goal: intended outcome
Task: activities required to achieve a goal

Jokela et al. conclude that this definition implies that, first of all, usability is a
function of users of a product or a system (specified users). For each user,
usability is a function of achieving goals in terms of a set of attributes (i.e.
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction) and environment of use [Jok 03].
Nielsen [Nie 93] models usability as a subset of usefulness with five attributes:
learnability, efficiency, memorability, effectiveness and satisfaction.
In the usability literature several methods for usability testing are presented. In
the literature, several taxonomies for categorizing the methods exist [Nie 94,
Wan 03]. This research differentiates between Analytical and Empirical Usability
evaluation [Dou 97, Jon 06, Kar 92, Kui 06, Nie 93].
1. Analytical Usability Evaluation (categorized in: 1) informal  based on
rules of thumb and general skill and experience of evaluators; 2)
automatic  usability measures computed by running usability inspection
software during the evaluation task; and 3) formal  using exact models
and formulas to calculate usability measurements),
2. Empirical Usability Evaluation (tested by real users).
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In Table 2.5 a usability evaluation method classification is provided with the
corresponding representative methods [Nie 94, Wan 03]. Appendix I provides
with an overview of these methods, explains them shortly and compare the
different methods.
Table 2.5 Usability evaluation method classification [adapted from Nie 94, Wan 03]

Method Classification
Analytical
Informal (Usability inspection [Nie 94])

Automatic
Formal
Empirical

Representative methods
Heuristic evaluation
Guideline reviews
Pluralistic walkthroughs
Consistency inspections
Standards inspections
Cognitive walkthroughs
Formal usability inspection
Feature inspections
Webtesting software
GOMS (Nie 93)
Thinking aloud
User testing
User feedback
Focus groups
Online focus groups
Prototyping

As mentioned earlier, the concept of usability originates from the software world.
Because of the decreased tolerance for NTF, like ease of use, in CE products
nowadays, the CE industry has adapted the concept as well. In addition, the
functionality of the systems increases, while the size decreases because of the
integration of information technology and miniaturization of CE products [Kui 06].
This leads to increasing complexity in using the product. Therefore, usability is
becoming an important differentiator in the CE industry [Sie 01]. However, CE
products in fact are hybrid products which consists of both hardware and software
components [Han 01]. Another new definition of usability in the case of CE
products is proposed by Han et al. [Han 01], for the following three reasons: CE
is less performance oriented since the use of CE product is voluntary; secondly,
physical aspects are important as well in the CE industry; and thirdly, CE is used
in a broader environment as compared to software applications [Kui 06, Jor 96,
Han 01]. Han et al. suggest incorporating two aspects concerning the usability of
CE products: performance and image/impression [Han 01], visualized in Figure
2.7.

Figure 2.7 Usability of CE products in two aspects: performance and image/impression [Han 01 ]

The performance aspect relates to the efficiency and effectiveness; the objective
quality of the system, whereas the image/impression aspects refer to subjective
feelings, such as satisfaction and preference [Han 01, Kui 06, Kwa 02].
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2.7.1 Discussion Usability testing
This section discusses Usability testing, similar to Section 2.6.1, Analytical and
Empirical Usability Evaluation are evaluated against the different categories of
product technology and market uncertainty. Appendix II elaborates on the
background of this evaluation and this section provides a summary. The result of
this evaluation is presented in Table 2.6.
Target Group, Needs&Wants: The starting point of a usability test is a
specified concept and a specified user, which are determined earlier in the
development process. Therefore the Target Group and its Wants&Needs are not
addressed. Furthermore, in Empirical Usability Evaluation the test participants
might not be representative for the users, due to the instability of innovative
products. [Jon 06, Kan 97, Nie 03, Oze 99, Row 94]
Product technology uncertainty: Usability testing is strong in case of product
technology uncertainty, since it is a methodology that assesses a product in a
structured and extensive way. This way uncertainty concerning Ability can be
assessed fully by both analytical and empirical evaluation. Compatibility and
Parity is more subjective and therefore cannot be tackled fully by a usability
expert, but can be in case of an empirical evaluation.
Market uncertainty: In case of market uncertainty, usability testing is not very
strong, at least in case of analytical evaluation. As Sadler et al. point out: issues
with usability testing are: 1) firstly, use scenarios can be made up, and as a
result, they are not necessarily grounded in genuine human practice [Gru 02, Sad
05]; 2) and secondly, the difficulty of developing realistic use scenarios that
predict the actions and goals of the user when nothing is known of the user [Sad
05, Nie 02]. Therefore Analytical Usability Evaluation only slightly addresses the
Rel. Adv. and Ease Of Use is addressed medium.
The empirical methods are more representative since real users participate
in the test, therefore the Use and Ease Of Use are addressed quite well and the
Changes and the Rel. Adv. might be covered partly, although it is not the focus of
the usability test.
In summary, the main issue in Usability testing is the fact that that the target
market and the functionality of the product under development are specified
before the usability test is performed. As a result the uncertainty reduction in
Target Group, Wants&Needs and Changes are minimal. In the case of highly
innovative products this is a weak assumption, since there is no stable basis. The
table below provides an overview of Analytical Usability Evaluation and Empirical
Usability Evaluation in relation to the different categories of uncertainty provided
earlier in Table 2.1.
Table 2.6 Usability testing and uncertainty (High, Medium, Low)
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2.8

Comparison CMR and Usability testing

As mentioned before in Section 2.5, both CMR and Usability testing are promising
methods to reduce product technology and market uncertainty. In this section,
CMR and Usability testing are compared on five different aspects; purpose, focus,
goal, actors and location in the PDP.
2.8.1 Purpose
Siegel and Dray [Sie 01] point out that marketing researchers and usability
testers generally face a clash of paradigms. One of the aspects causing this clash
is the difference in purpose. Marketing has a strategic purpose, which is to guide
the product mix and position the company. Usability testers have a more tactic
purpose; to guide the product realization through design input.
2.8.2 Focus
According to Juratovac, Usability testing and CMR have a different focus [Jur 05].
The focus of CMR is to understand fundamental aspects of product use: whether
the functionality of the system in principle can do what is needed by the
consumer [Lap 94]. According to the Juratovac, these aspects are:
 how a function is performed currently;
 the influence on environmental factors on the product/ process;
 emotional response to the product;
 key benefits [Jur 05]
Usability testing focuses on the ease of use of the product: the interactive
behavior with a product. According to Nielsen, in usability testing, the main focus
is, given the functionality of the product, how well users can use that functionality
[Nie 94]. Juratovac mentions the following central questions in Usability testing:
 how do you do this currently? ;
 how would you do this differently? ;
 why do you do this? ;
 what would make it easier for you? [Jur 05].
This different focus is exactly what Nielsen [Nie 93] mentions in his definition of
system acceptability, where he differentiates between utility and usability as
subsets of usefulness (Figure 2.8). Utility is the question whether the functionality
of the system in principle can do what is needed, and usability is the question of
how well users can use that functionality [Gru 92, Sha 91, Wan 03].

Figure 2.8 Utility and usability as a subset of usefulness [Nie 93].

In summary: the focus of CMR is utility and the focus of Usability testing is
usability.
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2.8.3 Goal
As was mentioned in Section 2.6, early and late CMR techniques exist:
 The ‘early’ CMR methods, Concept and Product-use testing, aim at defining
and verifying the product’s functionality. They assess whether the concept
or product meets the consumer needs (Creating the product promise)
[Kah 05, Oze 99].
 ‘Late’ CMR methodologies, like Pre-Market testing and Market testing, aim
at verifying the product and forecasting the product success in the market
(Where and how to sell?) [Kah 05, Oze 99].
Usability tests have a different goal, which is to assess to which extent a product
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use. [ISO 1, Jok 01].
In terms of the consumer experience process of Beurden et al. [Beu 04]; the CMR
techniques refer to the phases before the purchase, (e.g. on the buyer). Usability
testing on the other hand refers to the phases after the purchase, (e.g. on the
user). Figure 2.9 depicts the difference in focus between CMR and Usability
testing in the consumer experience process [Beu 04].
BUYER

USER

Consumer Process
Consumer
process

PreSales

Areas of
dissatisfaction

Product
Promise

PURCHASE

Point of Sales

Location

Out of the Box

Attractiveness
ofProduct

Unpacking

Intallation &
1st Use

Extended Use

Usability

Lifetime

Overall Emotions and Expectations
Does the product meet
the consumer needs?

Diffusion of the
product

Ease of use: effectiveness,
efficiency, attractiveness

Figure 2.9 Focus CMR and Usability testing in consumer experience process of Beurden et al. [Beu 04]

2.8.4 Actors
The difference between the two methodologies in audience of is associated with
the difference in goal. The people that will act on the output in case of CMR are
executives, brand and advertising professionals and product managers, while the
actors on usability information are designers, engineers and information
developers [Sie 01].
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2.8.5 Location in the PDP
Another difference between CMR and Usability testing is in the applicability of
different techniques in the phases of the PDP. In this subsection, the techniques
of the two different methodologies are compared on their location in the PDP. For
describing the PDP, a standard model of the PDP, presented by Keijzers [Kei 05]
is used. The milestones in this model of the PDP are Product Plan (PP), Product
Concept (PC), Product Design (PD), Released Product (RP) and Commercially
Released Product (CRP). Appendix III provides with a short description of these
milestones.
The different techniques in CMR [Kau 98, Kei 05, Oze 99] and Usability testing
[Hel 06, Nie 93] can be placed in the PDP as depicted in Figure 2.10:

Range of PDP that is covered
Range of PDP that is not covered

Figure 2.10 CMR and Usability testing in the PDP.

From Figure 2.10, it becomes clear that CMR is applied throughout the PDP.
Usability testing on the other hand only covers the detailed design and the
prototyping phases. The essential difference between the two methodologies is
the fact that CMR starts with defining the functionality of the product to be
developed and the target market. The usability engineering life cycle considers
the target market and the concept as the basis. The difference in location in the
PDP is linked to the difference in focus and goal of the two tests as mentioned
earlier in this section.
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2.8.6 Conclusion Comparison CMR and Usability testing
Summarizing the previous sections, the comparison between CMR and Usability
testing on purpose, focus, goal, actors, and location in the PDP is elaborated in
Table 2.7.
Table 2.7 Comparison CMR and Usability testing

2.9

CMR

Usability testing

Purpose

Strategic

Tactic

Focus

Utility (functionality)

Usability (ease of use)

Goal

To identify the needs of the
consumer and verify the
product’s functionality.
To forecast the product’s
diffusion

To determine whether the
product can be used with
effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction

Actors

Executives, brand and
advertising professionals,
product managers

Designers, engineers,
information technology
developers

PDP

Starts with defining the
concept and the users

Starts with a user and a
concept

Gap in the literature

In this section, the two methodologies are compared in their abilities to reduce
market and product technology uncertainties. The result of this comparison leads
to the gap in literature, which is introduced in this section. The tables presented
earlier in this chapter, Table 2.3 and Table 2.6 are combined in
Table 2.8. For
comparing CMR and Usability testing a summary is made in Table 2.8 for each of
the methodologies. The highest level of uncertainty reduction of all methods
belonging to CMR and Usability testing is established in this summary. The
summary only regards the high and medium level of uncertainty reduction.
Table 2.8 CMR and Usability testing methods on uncertainty (High, Medium, Low)

M
M
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Usability

H

M

M

M
M
H

M
H

L
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As can be seen in
Table 2.8, the two methodologies are complementary: the
gaps that are left open by the one are filled in by the other. The following
conclusions can be made from the table above:
 Generally, Usability testing is more focused on reducing product
technology uncertainty and CMR on reducing market uncertainty.
 Usability testing is not focused on Target Group, Wants&Needs and
Changes. These aspects of the new product are defined by the marketing
department and are taken as a given by the usability testers. As noted
earlier, in case of innovative products, the environment is very unstable.
Assumptions made concerning Target Group, Wants&Needs and Changes
in the front end of the PDP might not be very secure.
 There is overlap in the two methodologies in categories Use and Rel. Adv.
Because of the different focus, CMR and Usability testing may be
complementary each other since they focus on respectively buyer and
user.
 CMR tests do not address the Ease Of Use uncertainty category, because
of their focus on the buyer and not on the user [Oud 06]. This is a serious
lack of CMR testing, since ease of use is becoming an important
differentiator in CE [Sie 01].
 In case of CMR and Empirical Usability Evaluation, it is still questionable
whether the test participants are representative for the whole target
market. Furthermore, there is the fact that consumers might not be able
to articulate their needs in case of innovative, unfamiliar products [Lap 94,
Mac 03].
In summary, both methodologies are not applicable in unstable environments,
but in an integrated method, CMR and Usability testing might complement each
other [Dou 97]. Lekakos et al. show that an Empirical Usability Evaluation of an
innovative product is able to reveal latent issues concerning functionality [Lek
01].
Lund [Lun 99] describes how a series of small iterative tests, combined with
careful gathering of user requirements and sensitivity to evolving patterns of
buying behavior and usage, provides valuable input to achievement of corporate
goals [Wic 06]. An iterative model mentioned earlier in Section 2.3.1 (Figure 2.6)
is Het Delfts Innovatiestappen Model of Buijs and Valkenburg [Bui 05]. Chapter 4
refers to this model in the theoretical solution for the integration CMR and
Usability testing.
Before a theoretical solution is provided, a practical foundation for the solution is
established by means of two case studies. These case studies are performed in
order to find out whether there are possibilities for integrating CMR and Usability
testing in practice. The studies have been conducted in collaboration with a
multinational CE company and are presented in Chapter 3.
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3 CMR & Usability testing in Practice
Mentioned in Chapter 2, CMR and Usability testing are promising methods for
evaluating CE products during the PCP. This chapter investigates CMR and
Usability testing techniques in their real life context by means of case studies. As
Yin defines, a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a phenomenon
within its real-life context [Yin 03].
Case Study 1 compares an Analytical Usability Evaluation to an Empirical Usability
Evaluation on Product X. This way, the difference uncertainty-categories
addressed between the two evaluation techniques is investigated. Secondly, Case
Study 2 explores whether there is a link between CMR Product-use testing, which
is a utility-oriented approach, and Empirical Usability Evaluation, which is a
usability-oriented approach. This study investigates whether usability issues can
be found in a CMR Product-use test.
The Product Development Management Association (PDMA) classifies techniques
for obtaining needs in three main classes: Be, Observe, and Interview a user [Kah
05]. Translating this classification to the three methods investigated in the two
case studies (Analytical Usability Evaluation, Empirical Usability Evaluation and
CMR Product-use testing) links the two case studies as depicted in Figure 3.1.
OBSERVE / INTERVIEW

BE

USABILITY

Analytical Usability
Evaluation

Empirical Usability
Evaluation

Case
Study 1

Is there a difference in
uncertainty reduction
between different
evaluation techniques?

CMR Product-use
test

UTILITY

Case
Study 2

Is it possible and
interesting to link CMR
and Usability testing?

Figure 3.1 Three methods analyzed in the case studies

The case studies are described similarly, first the context of the study is
introduced and secondly the methodology of the study is described.
Subsequently, the results are presented and discussed and finally the conclusions
of the study are summarized. After describing the two case studies, the chapter is
summarized by providing a general conclusion, as depicted in Figure 3.2.
Case Study 1
Product X
(3.1)

Case Study 2
Product Y
(3.2)

Introduction
Product X
(3.1.1)

Introduction
Product Y
(3.2.1)

Methodology
Product X
(3.1.2)

Methodology
Product Y
(3.2.2)

Results
Product X
(3.1.3)

Results
Product Y
(3.2.3)

Discussion
Product X
(3.1.4)

Discussion
Product Y
(3.2.4)

Conclsuion
Product X
(3.1.5)

Conclsuion
Product Y
(3.2.5)

Conclsuion
Case Studies
(3.3)

Figure 3.2 Outline Chapter 3
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3.1

Case Study 1: Product X

The first case study was performed in an early stage of this research project.
After a thorough literature study about usability [Val 06], a usability evaluation
was performed on Product X at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The
obtained theoretical knowledge about usability was translated to practical
experience. This way, new insights regarding integrating Analytical and Empirical
Usability Evaluation methods in the evaluation of an innovative CE product were
generated. The results of two parallel studies were compared in order to
investigate the difference and resemblance in the outcome, to answer the
question: Is there a difference in uncertainty-categories addressed between
different evaluation techniques?
3.1.1 Introduction Product X
This case study concerns a usability study that has been done on behalf of a
development department of Philips. In order to profit from a growing market, this
company decided to develop Product X. Since the product was new to the
company, but not to the market, Product X can be defined as an imitative
innovation in terms of Garcia and Calantone [Gar 02], (Section 2.3).
In order to bring a high quality product to the market that fulfills the wants and
needs of the consumer, it needs to be easy to use [Nie 93]. The development
team of Product X had the system tested by the usability experts at Philips
Innohub. A supporting study was done parallel and independently by students of
the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), who tested Product X on usability
as well. Two different usability evaluation methods, analytical and empirical, were
used to evaluate the system. The results have never been used in the industry
since Philips canceled the market introduction of Product X. However, the results
are very valuable for this research since the outcomes of the different tests that
were conducted were analyzed and compared.
3.1.2 Methodology Product X
The usability research team consisted of six students of the TU/e; one masters’
student (the writer of this report) and five bachelors’ students. The tests have
been conducted from October 2006 to December 2006. The evaluation of the
Produxt_X can be diverted in two different types of testing: A: Empirical Usability
Evaluation and B; Analytical Usability Evaluation.
A. Empirical Usability Evaluation
The empirical test was conducted by the masters’ student, assisted by bachelors’
students. A sample size of ten test persons from the Department of Quality and
Reliability Engineering of the Technology Management faculty of the TU/e was
regarded. These ten test persons participated in a usability evaluation consisting
of two different parts: an Out-of-Box test and a Field Test.
Before starting the test, the participants completed the intake questionnaire
(Appendix IV). This questionnaire was created by combining a standard Philips
intake-questionnaire with a questionnaire developed by Kleuskens [Kle 07] to
evaluate a person’s subjective knowledge about the system being tested.
Out-of-Box (OOB):
The OOB-test (OOBt) was set up as a one-hour test. The participant, in a
personal setting, installs the system and performs six tasks (Appendix V). The
six tasks are generated by means of: 1) an investigation of issues with Product
X on internet forums [A,B,C]; 2) a standard test protocol for identifying Product
X usability problems [Xxx xx]; and 3) the functions highlighted in the Philips
Product X leaflet. Originally the test consisted of seven tasks. However, after
the pilot tests one task was eliminated for time reasons. The test was observed
by the masters’ student, assisted by one of the bachelors’ students. Notes were
taken and the test was videotaped.
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After performing the six tasks, the OOB-experience (OOBx) of the participant was
evaluated by means of a second questionnaire: the OOB exit-questionnaire
(Appendix VI). This questionnaire was based on a standard Philips questionnaire
for evaluating OOB-experience. Aspects regarding the ease of use and the
appearance of the product are evaluated on a five-point Likert scale. Each
question gives the user the opportunity to add qualitative remarks to their
answer about the things he or she liked and did not liked.
Field Test (FT):
After the OOB-test the participant went home and used Product X; the FT part of
the evaluation. This part was videotaped as well, but the quality of the outcome
of the tapes was not sufficient to be able to analyze the material. Due to time
reasons and the fact that some test participants could not use Product X at
home, the FT test (FTt) was performed by six of the ten test participants.
The experience of the participant at home with Product X was evaluated by a FT
exit-questionnaire (FTx), which is presented in Appendix VII. This questionnaire
was based on a standard Philips questionnaire as well, where questions about
the performance of the product and the overall opinion about the product are
evaluated on a five-point Likert scale. Again, each question offered the user the
opportunity to add a comment.
B. Analytical Usability Evaluation (inspection)
The five bachelors’ students evaluated Product X by means of usability inspection
methods [Gan 06]. After a consideration based on resource availability, the
students performed a heuristic evaluation and a feature evaluation [Nie 94].
Heuristic Evaluation (HE):
The HE [Nie 94] was conducted independently by each of the evaluators and the
results of the evaluators were aggregated afterwards. The heuristics and tasks
used for the evaluation were derived from a test protocol [Xxx xx]. The main
objective of this test was to evaluate the User Interface (UI).
Scenario Testing (ST):
The features of Product X and their design were evaluated by means of scenarios
comprising specific situations to test the system. The students have designed
these scenarios based on 1) information in journals and magazines; 2) on the
interviews with experts in testing Product X [E]; and 3) the earlier mentioned
protocol [Gan 06, Xxx xx]. The scenario based testing was performed in order
to find usability problems in a real use context. In advance, there has been a
test to set relevant scenarios. A total number of three different scenarios have
been tested. Each scenario was performed by three persons. One of these three
persons made notes and videos.
The bachelors’ students elaborated the Analytical Usability Evaluation, in a report
[Gan 06] and concluded their project with a final presentation. Afterwards their
results and the results of the Empirical Usability Evaluation have been analyzed
by the masters’ student. The analysis was performed classifying the techniques
described in this section in six classes. These classes are depicted in Figure 3.3.
The classification is made by the following three steps:
1. The techniques are classified in the PDMA categories BE (analytical; HE and
ST) and OBSERVE/INTERVIEW (empirical: OOB and FT), as in Figure 3.1.
2. Secondly, the techniques are classified by their setting: laboratory (HE and
OOB) and field-testing (ST and FT).
3. In the figure the OOB and FT are both separated in two classes: the test itself
(OBSERVE) and the outcome of the questionnaire; the experience
(INTERVIEW).
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Figure 3.3 Six classes of test techniques

3.1.3 Results Product X
The results of all techniques are cross-analyzed [Yin 89] in six combinations as
depicted in Figure 3.4, in order to compare the different techniques.
HE vs. ST

OOBx vs. FTx

HE

OOB

HE vs. OOB
OOBt OOBx

ST

OOBt vs. OOBx

FT

ST vs. DH
FTx

BE vs. OBSERVE / INTERVIEW
Figure 3.4 Six combinations in the Cross-analysis





Although the FT test has been videotaped, this material could not be
translated into usable data due to errors in the test configuration.
Therefore FTt is not present in the cross-analysis.
In order to make a profound comparison, the issues found in the
questionnaire are the issues that are subtracted from the comments on
each of the questions. This was done since the other classes consist of
issues that were highlighted as well.
Appendix VIII shows the tabular and descriptive cross-analysis of all the test techniques,

Table 3.1 summarizes this cross-analysis.
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Table 3.1 Cross-analysis usability evaluation techniques Product_X

ST vs. FT

ST tests extreme scenarios and is more fact based. The FTx is based
on everyday use with real users and therefore covers more practical
issues with a subjective angle

HE vs. OOB

HE is a systematical analysis. Therefore it is not limited to the barriers
of predefined tasks. OOB on the other hand gives the user an
opportunity to experience performing a task and evaluate the
experience. As Doubleday et al. [Dou 97] mention: OOB finds
symptoms and HE can look further for the causes.

HE vs. ST

The two methods have a different focus. The main goal of HE is a
thorough and systematic investigation of the UI. ST is focused on the
functioning of the product in different (uncommon) situations.

OOBx vs. FTx

The OOBx covers issues that got the attention of the user on the first
sight, whether it looks logical and nice. The FTx elaborates on the
issues in really using the system.

OOBt vs. OOBx

The OOBt observer has more background information on the system.
The observer has selected a number of issues that needed extra
attention in advance. Some flexibility was required in using this set
during the process, but in general this set was equal for each
observed participant. OOBx is more subjective since a test participant
needs to accomplish something and reflects his own impression about
the effects of his actions in the questionnaire. Furthermore, the OOBx
can be more real-life, since the test participant can consider his
experience in his own usage context.

BE vs.
OBSERVE /
INTERVIEW

Being the user results in a more general, systematical and thorough
diagnosis, while observing and interviewing the users refers to more
realistic situations. Observe/Interview is more subjective and issues
on the surface (symptoms, [Dou 97]) are highlighted.

The six classes in Figure 3.3 have a different level of abstractness.
The most abstract technique is HE, since the inspector assumes to be a user and,
in fact, the heuristics and guidelines represent the users’ opinion. Furthermore,
the evaluation is done by means of a protocol, which is unnatural.
Slightly more natural is the ST, where the system is actually used in the real
context. In case of the OOBt, the user is represented by a real user, but first of
all there are predefined tasks that have to be completed and secondly, the
observations have to be translated in words by the observer [Kah 05].
A more natural base is created by having the user use the system in a real-life
context instead of providing the user with predefined tasks, as was done in the
FTt. However, observations made by the video tape still have to be translated by
the observer.
The real opinion from the user is represented in a questionnaire, where the OOBx
represents the experience of performing the four predefined tasks and the FTx is
more natural because of the real-life context.
3.1.4 Discussion Product X
In this section each of the techniques used for the usability evaluation of Product
X is compared to the ten uncertainty categories presented in Chapter 2.
First of all, the distribution of uncertainty-categories assessed by all
techniques together is visualized in Figure 3.5. The total amount of issues that
has been found is 139. Issues that have been addressed with more than one
technique have been counted once. Since there was no indication about the
impact and seriousness of the issues, each issue is handled equally. The
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categories of uncertainty (Table 2.1) addressed by all five techniques together
can be shown as follows:
Ability
Com patibility
Parity
Target Group
Wants&Needs
Changes
Use
Ease Of Use
Rel. Adv.
Com m unication
Bug

Figure 3.5 Relative distribution uncertainty-categories all tests-techniques

As can be seen in Figure 3.5, the categories of uncertainty most addressed by all
test-techniques together are Ability and Ease Of Use. The other user acceptance
issues, Rel. Adv. and Communication, are well presented as well. Uncertainty
concerning the Target Group is not addressed at all.
Figure 3.6 provides an overview of the uncertainty-categories assessed by each of
the techniques.

HE

ST

OOBt

OOBx

FTx

Figure 3.6 Relative distribution uncertainty-categories for each of the techniques

Appendix IX discusses each of the five techniques and relates the techniques to
the categories of uncertainty that were addressed. This section restructures the
discussion of separate techniques in Appendix IX and focuses on the classification
applied in Figure 3.3. The evaluation techniques in are discussed along the four
classes ‘be the user’ vs. ‘observe/interview the user’ and ‘laboratory setting’ vs.
‘field setting’. Tables 3.2 -3.5 reflect these four classes as follows:
 Be the user
Table 3.2
 Observe/Interview the user Table 3.3
 Laboratory setting
Table 3.4
 Field setting
Table 3.5
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Table 3.2 Be the user

Be the user
 Focused and
systematical

 Expert user
issues
 Small amount
of resources
 All phases
PDP
 Uncommon
situations
 Use of
scenarios

 No real users

The two ‘be the user’ techniques HE and ST are most focused; HE on user
acceptance issues and bugs [Dou 97, Now 03], and ST on performance issues
such as Ability. Both techniques use a systematical approach to evaluate the
system and therefore find individual usability problems [Nie 93] and causal
categories that can help analyze observed usability problems [Dou 97].
Expert user issues can be addressed, although this depends on the evaluator [Nie
93].
Expert evaluation, HE in particular, can be performed with a relatively small
amount of resources [Gan 07, Nie 94].
HE can be performed in all phases of the PDP [Hel 06, Hol 05].
In ST, the scenario testers were able to test in uncommon situations and just
playing around to see the reaction of the system.
According to De Jong and Lentz [Jon 06], ST is a remedy for three weaknesses of
expert evaluation: (1) a lack of empathy; (2) the danger of experts assuming a
superficial review mode and (3) the danger of mixing up different quality criteria.
The use of realistic and verified scenarios may be expected to considerably
improve on expert reviewers’ ability to represent the user and point out the user
problems [Gru 02, Jon 06, Sad 05]. According to Grudin and Pruit [Gru 02],
scenarios are less effective when not built on personas [Coo 99].
The difficulty in expert evaluation is that expert evaluators cannot place
themselves in all users’ shoes, hence they will miss errors [Dou 97].
Furthermore, no real users are involved, so no 'surprises' related to their needs
are found [Hol 05, Nie 93]. Moreover, in comparison with empirical testing,
expert evaluators test more focused, since they generally know in advance what
they want to assess. Since the analysis is not supposed to be subjective,
subjective issues concerning for example Rel. Adv., are only slightly addressed.
Table 3.3 Observe/Interview the user

Observe/Interview the user
 Real users
involved
 Functionality

 Subjective
issues

 Questionnaires
are indirect

 Time
consuming

According to Jordan et al. [Jor 96], there is no substitute for seeing users
struggling with a product. Hornbaek [Hor 06] indicates that validated
questionnaires are a good means for revealing users’ attitudes and experiences.
The OOBt-observer noticed that participants tend to make comments about the
system comparing it to the system that they are used to. Issues concerning the
comparison to other technology (Parity) are addressed by the OOBt. In the case
of the OOBx, no Parity issues have been addressed. The reason for this might be
that the participants might say they like another product (technology) better
while they are performing the tests, however, they do not feel the need to
actually writing it down in the questionnaire. The issues obtained from the FTx
were valuable since the user pinpoints what he or she really experienced and
therefore what he or she thinks is important in using Product_X.
Observing/interviewing the user inclines to be more subjective than expert
evaluation. Drawback is the fact that the observer always has to translate the
observations in words, which might in some case give a wrong impression about
the real user experience [Kah 05]. Hornbaek gives some examples of objective
measures for measuring effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction [Hor 06,Table
3.6]. According to Holzinger [Hol 05], issues related to the subjective satisfaction
of the users and their possible anxieties can best be studied by querying the
users, since these kinds of issues are difficult to measure objectively.
Questionnaires provide information about how end users use the system and
their preferred features. However, it is an indirect technique [Hol 05]. Hornbaek
[Hor 06] adds that one should pay attention to the fact that interviewing the user
does not study the actual user interface: it only collects the opinions of the users
about the interface. Therefore the user statements should be related to the actual
behavior [Hor 06, Table 3.6].
Furthermore, recruiting and scheduling the participants and analyzing and
translating the results is time consuming [Dou 97, Nie 94].
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Table 3.4 Laboratory setting

Laboratory setting
 Restricted
focus (Ease of
Use)

 Small amount
resources
 Immediately
implemental
and focused.
 Abstract,
no true userfriendliness

A laboratory results in a restricted focus of the evaluation. The HE test was
performed in a laboratory setting. The interface was examined thoroughly and a
large number of bugs was found. The main category of uncertainty that addressed
in the case of HE and OOB is Ease Of Use. The main focus of the OOB test was to
enter destinations in the system. Therefore, the Ease Of Use of the system (mostly
the UI) was represented well in test itself and in the questionnaire afterwards.
When observing a test, the observer wants to find out how different persons are
able to use the product with efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction.
A small amount of resources was needed [Gan 06, Nie 93] compared to a field test.
According to Rosenbaum et al. [Ros 00], results from laboratory tests tend to be
immediately implemental and focused on specific changes to improve ease of use or
effectiveness of the product. In comparison, field studies often result in descriptive
data that requires greater interpretation and is more subjective [Ros 00].
Disadvantage of a laboratory setting is that it is very abstract since the evaluation it
is not performed in a real environment. In the case of Product X it was important to
assess the system in the environment to get information about performance and UI
in the field. Nieminen and Vaananen [Nie 03] argue that usability tests in laboratory
settings emphasise the instrumental nature of interaction and represent humans as
information processors. Therefore it is better to observe (and interview) people in
their real settings [Nie 03, Row 94]; in the OOBt, the setting was the participants’
own. On the other hand some participants pointed out that they would have
endeavoured their new system not in that particular setting for the first time. De
Jong and Lentz [Jon 06] argue that laboratory evaluation and especially HE, is not
able to reveal the true user-friendliness of the object that is studied. They point out
that evaluations that focus on an in-depth analysis of user problems in actual-use
situations may be expected to shed more light on the usability [Jon 06].
Table 3.5 Field setting

Field setting
 Realistic
 Abilityuncertainty

 Large amount
of resources
needed
 Descriptive,
subjective

Testing in a real usage situation provides a realistic assessment of the system.
More than 50% of the issues addressed by the ST can be labeled as Ability (Figure
3.6). Since the main goal of ST is to test the product in common and uncommon
situations, many performance issues were found by ST. The issues obtained from
the FTx were valuable since the user pinpoints what he or she really experienced
and therefore what he or she thinks is important in using Product_X. The main
focus of FT is the reduction of the Ability-uncertainty as well. The relative amount
of Ease Of Use issues is larger than in ST, due to the fact that the real user not
only focused on the performance of the system, but on the ease of use as well, as
opposed to the scenario testers.
A considerable amount of resources was needed to perform the scenarios.

According to Rosenbaum et al. [Ros 00], results from laboratory tests tend to be
immediately implemental and focused on specific changes to improve ease of use
or effectiveness of the product. In comparison, field studies often result in
descriptive data that requires greater interpretation and is more subjective [Ros
00].

The difference in objective and subjective usability measures was mentioned in
the preceding tables. Examples of these measures provided by Hornbaek [Hor 06]
are established in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Objective and subjective measures for usability evaluation [Hor 06]
Usability aspects
Objective measures
Subjective measures
Outcomes (effectiveness)
Expert assessment,
Users’ perception of outcome
comprehension
Interaction process (efficiency)
Time, usage patterns,
Subjectively
experienced
learnability
duration,
mental
workload,
perception of task difficulty
Users’ attitudes and experiences Psychological usability,
Validated questionnaires
(satisfaction)
reflex responses
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The evaluators
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the heuristic evaluators observed the empirical
test before they started testing themselves. In that sense they had input from
real users. The evaluators have been asked on whether, how and on what point
they have used this experience with observing real users in their own evaluation.
The preparation of the HE and ST was done by means of a protocol [Now
03], information obtained from a survey and internet forums. The evaluators took
some of the problems that occurred in the OOB test into account, which were
tested in the ST. It can not be excluded that other knowledge obtained through
observing the OOB test is unintentionally taken into account in the evaluation of
the system. User-product interaction information was obtained while observing a
test. Nothing was explicitly written down, however, issues pointed out by the
experts in the analytical evaluation can be related the problems that the OOB
participants faced. Moreover, user friendliness issues were not deliberately output
from the OOB test. The evaluators felt that expertise was gained by observing the
OOB about what can go wrong in using the Product X.
The evaluators argue that a combination of ‘be the user’ and
‘observe/interview the user’ can be valuable. The different testing methodologies
show overlap in the results, but on the other hand there are clear complementary
parts. The use of multiple techniques leads to insight in the overall usability of the
system. However, there are constraints related to availability of resources such as
time, money and energy, and to the product itself. The evaluators point out that
expert evaluations might be more interesting in some cases compared to
empirical testing.
3.1.5 Conclusion Case Study 1

More realistic

The previous sections discussed the practical experience and new insights
concerning the effect of several usability evaluation techniques. It has become
clear a difference in uncertainty reduction between different evaluation
techniques exists, both on category and level:
1. Different techniques  different category of uncertainty reduction
The different techniques have different, complementary outcomes. This
research supports the statement of Doubleday et al.: In order to fully assess a
system it is necessary to use a variety of techniques; there might be whole
classes of error missed by any one [Dou 97]. Similar statements have been
made by several authors, like Holzinger [Hol 05], Kaulio [Kau 98], Kushniruk
and Patel [Kus 04] and Nielsen [Nie 93, Nie 94]. The different focus of each
technique results in the reduction of a different set of uncertainty categories
reduced In order to cover all uncertainty categories mentioned in Chapter 2, it
is necessary to integrate the several techniques.
2. Different techniques  different level of uncertainty reduction
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, the four classes of techniques in Figure 3.3 show
a different level of abstractness. The HE is most abstract and the DH is the most
realistic technique. Figure 3.7 depicts this statement in terms of the PDMA
categorization
in
BE
(B)
and
B
O /I
OBSERVE/INTERVIEW (O/I) and the
laboratory (L) and field (F) setting that
L
was used before. Section 3.1.4 cites
several remarks that indicate that a
F
more realistic test leads to a higher level
of uncertainty reduction [Jon 97, Jon 06,
Nie 03, Row 94].
M o re rea listic

Figure 3.7 Difference in level of abstractness
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3.2

Case Study 2: Product Y

The second case study was performed halfway the project in an industrial setting.
As mentioned in Section 1.2.3, the company that is central in this thesis performs
both CMR and Usability tests. More specifically, the most used tests for evaluating
products during the PDP are CMR Product-use tests and Analytical Usability
Evaluations. Chapter 2 indicated the need to explore the possibility for integrating
these methods and to indicate the effect of integration. This case study is
conducted to find out whether it is possible and interesting to link CMR and
Usability testing. In contrast to Case Study 1; where only usability oriented
methods are compared, Case Study 2 investigates whether there is a link
between a usability-oriented method and a utility-oriented method. This was
mentioned earlier and shown in Figure 3.1. Furthermore, the usability method
and the utility method in Case Study 2 differ in the way they are performed:
respectively 'be the user' and 'observe/interview the user'. In other words: it is
investigated whether it is possible and interesting to link (usability, be) and
(utility, observe/interview). This is shown in Figure 3.8.
BE

USABILITY

UTILITY

OBSERVE / INTERVIEW

Analytical Usability
Evaluation

CMR Product-use
test
Case
Study 2

Is it possible and
interesting to link CMR
and Usability testing?

Figure 3.8 Context Case Study 2, part of Figure 3.1

3.2.1 Introduction Product Y
This case study was performed at Philips Innohub in Singapore. Philips Innohub is
a facility that belongs to Philips Applied Technologies where products under
development in Philips business units are tested. The most performed tests are:
1. Consumer Experience Testing (CET). End users interacting with a product are
observed and interviewed by an Innohub consultant. The goal of these tests is
to test the major features with real users. Since the marketing department
initiates these tests they can be classified as CMR Product-use tests.
2. Another specialism of Philips Applied Technologies in Singapore is System
Usability Testing (SUT). In this case an Innohub consultant evaluates the
product on usability. In terms of Chapter 2, a SUT test can be classified as an
Analytical Usability Evaluation.
Both tests are conducted in a domestic laboratory, depicted in Figure 3.9

Figure 3.9 Domestic Laboratory
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Section 1.2.3 indicates an intention to integrate the two methodologies. In this
case study a CEC test was observed in order to analyze what usability issues can
be found in a this test. Furthermore, an evaluation is made about what could be
the added value of the observations in case of Analytical usability Evaluation.
More specific, two questions are central in this case study:
1. Is it possible to link (usability, be) and (utility, observe/interview)?
 Can usability issues be found in a CMR Product-use test?
2. If so, is it interesting to link (usability, be) and (utility, observe/interview)
 If usability issues are found in a CMR Product-use test, how can a
usability expert use this information in an Analytical Usability Evaluation?
Product Y Consumer Experience Test
The product tested by the Innohub consultants was Product Y. Product Y cannot
be identified as an innovative product: The product was neither new to the firm,
nor to the industry, nor to the market. However, Function Y_1 was relatively new.
The target market of the system was America. Eleven Asian and American test
persons (Appendix X) were invited for the test. The first test was a pilot test in
order to set up the observation scheme. The other ten tests were used to observe
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. The test comprised seven tasks with an
average duration of 2 hours. After completing each task, the participant was
asked to give his opinion about the function that has been tested, on a five-scale
Likert base. The location of the test was the living room of the professional test
facility Innohub. The test was observed in the observation room connected to the
facility.
3.2.2 Methodology Product Y
As was mentioned in the preceding section, the researcher has observed a CMR
Product-use test in the observation room of the test facility. Usability was
measures by objective measures provided by Hornbaek [Hor 06, Table 3.6). The
set of issues to observe was generated observing the pilot test and going through
the prospects, quick start guide and manual of the product. The following issues
were observed:
• The time that the participant needed to perform a task. (Time)
• The actions performed by the participant in order to perform a task.
(Usage pattern)
• Whether the participant needed a hint from the test-observer to complete
the task successfully. (Comprehension)
• Whether the participant needed to look at the quick start guide in order to
complete the task successfully. (Comprehension)
• Whether the participant needed to look at the manual in order to complete
the task successfully. (Comprehension)
• The participant's comment during the test. (Reflex responses)
For each of the seven tasks, all these issues were observed and registered. The
functionalities of the system that got special attention were the Function Y_1 and
Function Y_2.
Function Y_1
Function Y_1 was relatively new and therefore interesting given the focus of this
research on innovative products. The usability of this feature was focused on
efficiency. First the steps to perform the three subtasks involved in the execution
of Function Y_1 {TYa, TYb, TYc} were extracted from the quick start guide and
manual. This way the recommended and most efficient execution of the task was
obtained. As can be seen in the table below, this resulted in a number of six
modes (the capitals A-F) and five actions (the number 1-5). There was no other
way to perform Function Y_1.
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For each of the participants, the actions and comments during the execution of
the task were registered in an observation sheet. This way, the effectiveness,
intuitiveness and satisfaction regarding the use of the function were assessed.
Function Y_2
In the test several tasks incorporated Function Y_2. Product_Y incorporates three
modes where Function Y_2 is used. For each mode of the Product_Y a most
efficient way exists. Test observation indicated that some of the test participants
did not see the consistency in the system and had some difficulties performing
Function Y_2 in these different modes. Different ways to assess the title menu
were: way 1 to assess Function Y_2; way 2 to assess Function Y_2; and way 3 to
assess Function Y_2. Function Y_2 was performed in six sub-tasks. The different
attempts were registered and analyzed by the researcher. This way the efficiency,
learnability and perceived consistency of the system were analyzed.
3.2.3 Results Product_Y
Issues observed in the Product_Y test concerning Function Y_1 and Function Y_2
are discussed in this section.
Function Y_1
The methodology for analyzing and presenting the results shown in Table 3.7 is
derived from a usability evaluation for a commercial web site by Benbunan-Fich
[Ben 01]. For each step in the task:
1. The problem is described by means of summarizing the individual problem
description of each of the participants that encountered issues. Due to
confidentiality issues, the problem description is not elaborated in Table 3.7.
2. The frequency of participants in percentage of the total amount of ten
participants that encountered issues in performing the task (freq. %) has
been determined. Issues in performing the actions and understanding the
modes are: not performing the action right the first time; looking for help in
the manual; looking for help in the questionnaire; and needing a hint.
3. The problem is related to the classification criteria of Scharl and Bauer content
of UI; interactivity (feedback/support) or navigation (UI) [Ben 01].
4. The essence of the problem is summarized [Ben 01]

Mode/
Action

Freq.
(%)

Table 3.7 Problems in Function Y_1
Essence

Class

A
1

30

Content

Content remote control too crowded

B

50

Interactivity

Obscurity about what is happening

2

80

Navigation

Non-obviousness of buttons to get to the next step

C

40

Interactivity

Obscurity about what is happening

3

30

Navigation

Non-obviousness of buttons to get to the next step

D

40

Interactivity

Obscurity about what is happening

4

40

Navigation

Non-obviousness of buttons to get to the next step

E

10

Interactivity

Obscurity about what is happening

5

90

Navigation

Non-obviousness of buttons to get to the next step

F

70

Interactivity

Obscurity about what is happening
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Function Y_2
Different ways to perform Function Y_2 are: way 1 to assess Function Y_2; way 2
to assess Function Y_2; and way 3 to assess Function Y_2. Once it was
unsuccessfully tried with the onboard buttons. The different attempts were
registered and analyzed by the researcher. The observations are elaborated in
Appendix XIII. The participants overall learned to use the system. Performing
Function Y_2 was easier the second time (for the second mode). In case the third
mode in which Function Y_2 had to be used, a large number of users did not
perform this task by way 1 to assess Function Y_2. Issues like this can only be
addressed while looking across separate tasks. Two interesting observations are
highlighted.
OBSERVATION 1: Set-up Menu
One of the participants, a 46-year-old male, requested the title menu of mode 1 and mode
2 through way 2 to assess Function Y_1. He tried to do the same in mode 3. Using way 2
to assess Function Y_1 for mode 1 and mode 2 might be less efficient, it is effective. For
mode 3, it was not effective at all. His rating for assessing the content of mode 1 was 4;
he gave a 3 for assessing the content of mode 2; and a 1 for the mode 3 assessment.

OBSERVATION 2: Efficient and effective, but not satisfied
A 29-year-old male, went trough all the tasks in the most efficient way. Still he did rate
the ease of Function Y_2 very low: a 2 (Mode 1), a 2 (Mode 2) and a 1(Mode 3).

3.2.4 Discussion Product_Y
The ratings in the questionnaire during the test and the exit questionnaire show
that Function Y_1 was rated below average. The questionnaire during the test
shows that all the subtasks that involve Function Y_2 were rated below average.
This indicates that these two usability issues have a noticeable effect on the
overall satisfaction about the product. The two questions posed in the
introduction of this study can be answered as follows:
Can usability issues be found in a CMR Productuse test?
When analyzing the executive summary on the
product by the CEC consultant, a lot of issues can
be labeled as usability issues. In fact more than
70% of the total number concerns Ease of Use,
as is depicted in Figure 3.10 Therefore the
question whether usability issues appear in a
CMR Product-use test can be answered affirmative.

Ability
Compatibility
Parity
Target Group
Wants&Needs
Changes
Use
Ease Of Use
Rel. Adv.
Communication
Bug

Figure 3.10 Usability issues in CET

If usability issues are found in a CMR Product-use test, how can a usability expert
use this information in an Analytical Usability Evaluation?
The added value of the usability issues observed in a CMR Product-use test is
hard to evaluate, since there was no possibility to independently of the CMR
Product-use test perform an Analytical Usability Evaluation and afterwards
compare the results. As was mentioned in Case Study 1, the evaluators did not
directly use the user-product interaction information from observing the test.
However, they gained knowledge about interaction issues in the system. The
following examples from the case study indicate the possible added value:
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1. Usability evaluators might have too much knowledge for representing all
users. The evaluators might not be able to reproduce the issues that the
participants faced in using Function Y_1. Many of the mistakes were made
because the actual function was not understood.
2. Furthermore, evaluators might analyze the system too systematically so
issues like the requesting of the title menu might not be found. For example:
 Observing an inexperienced test participant:
A usability evaluator doing a systematical analysis might not have found the
inconsistency faced by the participant in observation 1. The evaluator might
have found the most efficient ways to assess Function Y_2 right away. A test
participant without much experience with requesting different sources is more
likely to reveal issues like this. A task based Product-use test uncovers issues
by observing users perform tasks that might not be observed in a more
systematic expert evaluation.
 Satisfaction:
Observation 2 suggests that, although a task is performed correctly, it is still
important to know a real users’ expectation of the result of an action.
Dissatisfaction is in this case not related to efficiency and effectiveness.
 Using a manual: Why and when people refer to the manual is very
interesting. A participant might not understand the function or the intent of the
system. This was the case with the Function Y_1 task frequently, and
participants refer to the manual right away. Other people might first try out
some function and when the system turns out to be not intuitive, they refer to
information. This was the case when another task had to be perfomed. It was
not evident that the button that ought to be pressed was ‘C’. This leads to the
fact that the information in the manual or even the layout of the manual might
be helpful for the one person and not helpful for the other. A systematical
analysis of the manual by a usability inspector might not be fruitful in this case.
3. In the case of an innovative product, the usability inspector might have no idea
how the user will use the functionality and whether the user likes the
functionality. In other words, there is a lot of uncertainty. When observing a
user interacting with the product, this uncertainty decreases and the usability
(performance and image/impression) of the product can be evaluated more
efficiently. In the case of Function Y_1 the functionality was unclear and
therefore not usable.
In the development of a new functionality it is important to know what is
expected of the function in advance. This is the base of acting for the
participant. The insights generated by this observation can give the usability
inspector a better idea on what aspects the focus of his evaluation should be.
This way the system can be evaluated more efficiently by an expert.
3.2.5

Conclusion Product_Y

The results of Case Study 2 indicate that observing a real user interacting with a
product can add value to an analytical usability evaluation.
First of all, analyzing the results of the CET indicates that there are usability
issues in a CMR Product-use test.
Secondly, a usability expert can obtain important user-product interaction
information from observing a person interacting with a product, which can be
valuable in an Analytical Usability Evaluation, by:
1. Observing persons with a lower level of knowledge
2. Observing persons perform tasks provides a less systematical approach
and gives the inspector the opportunity to assess learnability and the
consistency in several tasks.
3. Observing how users will actually use the functionality in case of
innovative products and how the consumers regard the functionality.
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3.3

Overall conclusion case studies

The practical experience and new insights concerning the effect of several
evaluation techniques have been compared and discussed in the previous
sections. Overall, it has become clear that:
1. There is a difference in uncertainty reduction between different evaluation
technique, both on category and level.
2. It is interesting to integrate CMR and Usability testing: there are usability
issues in a CMR Product-use test and observing a real user interacting with
a product can add value to an Analytical Usability Evaluation
The two case studies were conducted both late in the PDP. A drawback identified
by Holzinger, is that when product evaluation is first carried out at the end of the
design cycle, changes to the interface can be costly and difficult to implement
[Hol 05]. Keijzers [Kei 05] identifies the product design status as one of the
building blocks for a NTF test. Therefore it is necessary to implement the gained
insight in the context of a PDP. Chapter 4 shows that the insights of the two case
studies in combination with the iterative DIM model for product development [Bui
05, Figure 2.6] are part of the basis for developing test strategies.
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4 Conceptual model
This chapter covers the conceptual model where the insights gained in the
previous chapters are translated to a conceptual model.
1. First of all, the aim of this thesis is to explore the possibility to integrate
usability-testing techniques and utility-testing techniques to eventually reduce
NTF. NTF can be reduced if product technology and market uncertainty is
reduced, in other words: the reason why a test is executed is uncertainty
reduction. Furthermore, Case Study 2 has indicated that integrating these two
promising methods, CMR and Usability, is possible and interesting. Figure 4.1.
depicts these insights.
CMR and Usability
Testing techniques
INTEGRATED

to reduce

Market/product
technology
uncertainty

Case Study 2
Figure 4.1 Reducing Uncertainty

2. Secondly, Case Study 1 indicates that there is a difference in uncertainty
reduction between different evaluation technique, both on category and level. The
level of uncertainty reduction depends on how the test is executed, as was seen
in Figure 3.7. The category of uncertainty that is reduced depends on what
aspect of the product is evaluated. The different focus of each technique results in
a different set of uncertainty categories addressed.
3. Thirdly, at the end of Chapter 3, the product design status was identified as
one of the building blocks for a NTF test [Kei 05]. Therefore it is necessary to
define when the test is executed.
In summary, execution of a test can be defined along the three dimensions how,
what and when. These three dimensions form the basis of the model. Before CMR
or Usability techniques can be related to this basis, a consideration is made
whether the combination of three dimensions is realistic. Final aspect of the
model is why. All aspects of the Conceptual Model are described in Section 4.1.
Section 4.2, the operationalization of the Conceptual Model, shows how all
aspects of the model are embodied in a framework. This section covers three
aggregation-levels of the framework that serve as examples how the framework
can be used. In Section 4.3, the model is adapted to the two case studies of
Chapter 3 for evaluation. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes this chapter. The outline
of Chapter 4 is depicted in Figure 4.2.
Aspects of the
Conceptual Model
(4.1)

Operationalization of
the Conceptual Model
(4.2)

Adaptation to case
studies
(4.3)

Conclusions
(4.4)

Three dimensions
WHAT, HOW, WHEN

Real. Cosiderations
Techniques
WHY

Aggregation 1
Aggregation 2
Aggregation 3

Case Study 1
Case Study 2
Figure 4.2 Outline Chapter 4
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4.1

Aspects of the Conceptual Model

This section discusses all aspects that are important in defining a test strategy
based on CMR and Usability techniques. Together these aspects form the
Conceptual Model which is presented at the end of this section.
4.1.1 Three Dimensions
The three dimensions that from the basis for the conceptual model; WHAT, HOW,
WHEN are discussed in this section.
WHAT
In order to explore and express the design of an artifact, prototypes are a widely
recognized resource. Helms et al. [Hel 06] mention low-fidelity prototypes, high
fidelity prototypes and screen designs. Vermeeren states that concrete material
to confront users with in order to get feedback about designs is, for example,
sketches, animations, storyboards or verbal descriptions [Ver 96]. A difference
can be made between paper-based [Dav 96] and virtual [Dah 00] prototypes.
Houde and Hill [Hou 97] argue that this current terminology for describing
prototypes concentrates on attributes of prototypes themselves, such as the
material and how refined looking or behaving they are. This can be distracting.
The authors point out that detail
is not a sure indicator of
completeness [Hou 97] and they
provide with a more fundamental
application of prototyping. Houde
and
Hill
present
a
threedimensional
space
which
corresponds to important aspects
of the design of an artifact [Hou
97]. This leads to the four
principal categories of prototypes
visualized in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 Four principal categories of prototypes [Hou 97].

The four categories, what they represent and some examples are elaborated in
Table 4.1. Relating these categories to the definitions of usability and utility
shows an interesting link between these categories and usability/utility.
Table 4.1 Categories elaborated [adapted from Hou 97]

Category
[Hou 97]
role

Representation of:

Examples

Function that an artifact
serves in a user’s life. The way
in which it is useful to them.

look&feel

Concrete experience of an
artifact. What it would be like
to look at and interact with.

implementation

Performance issues. Answers
technical questions about how
a future artifact might actually
be made to work.
The complete user experience.
The artifact’s intended design
in terms of role, look&feel,
and implementation.

Storyboards;
an interactive story;
day-in-life-story video;
an appearance model
Animations;
vertical prototyping
[Nie 93];
form & weight prototype
horizontal prototyping
[Nie 93];
simulation of underlying
technology
a working prototype

integration
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utility /
usability
utility

usability –
image/impression

usability –
performance

integration of
usability and
utility

HOW
Pointed out in Chapter 3, the way a prototype is assessed can be represented in
two dimensions:
1 L - F: Firstly, a place dimension where a difference is made in a laboratory
setting (L) and a field setting (F) [Bly 97, Kei 05, Now 03, Ros 95].
2 BE - O/I: Secondly a difference can be made in Be the user, where an
expert pretends to be a user; Observe the user, where a real user is
observed interacting with a product(-representation); and Interview a
user, where a real user is interviewed [Kah 05]. Since observing and
interviewing is coupled often [Ros 95], the two dimensions that are used
are Be (BE) and Observe/Interview (O/I).
The level of uncertainty reduction depends on how the test is executed, as was
seen in Figure 3.7.
WHEN
The product design status was identified as one of the building blocks of a test
strategy [Kei 05]. Therefore, one axis of the Conceptual Model’s basis defines
when in the PDP the test is executed. Relating test methods to a phase in the PDP
can also be seen in the work of (among others) Kahn [Kah 05], Kushniruk and
Patel [Kus 04], Nielsen [Nie 93] and Ozer [Oze 99].
The Conceptual Model regards milestones and phases from ‘het Delfts
Innovatiestappen Model’ (DIM) [Bui 03, Bui 05, Kui 07, Oud 06]. Mentioned
ealier, Den Ouden [Oud 06] identified the iterative Delftse Innovatiestappen
Model (DIM) of Buijs and Valkenburg [Bui 05] as the most complete model for a
product innovation cycle.
Buijs and Valkenburg developed the DIM combining and integrating some earlier
PDP theories: integral thinking [And 85, Roo 95], five phases [Car 76, Kol 76],
circularity [Cou 95, Isa 93 and Koe 01], divergence/convergence [Roo 95] and
the Basic Design Cycle [Roo 77]. Appendix XIV.1 explains these theories that
form the basis of the model, followed by a visualization of the DIM model.
Since focus of this thesis is testing during the PDP, the 'product development'
phase’ is the most important phase of the DIM for this research. The product
development phase consists of four sub phases: analysis, synthesis,
materialization and optimization. In each phase, several steps have to be taken.
The three knowledge areas of integral thinking [And 85, Roo 95] are present in
the sub phases as well: The areas production (left), product development
(middle) and marketing (right) can be distinguished [And 85]. Appendix XIV.2
elaborates on the considerations during the process and tasks and responsibilities
in the product development phase of the DIM of the diverse disciplines.
In Figure 4.4, a visual representation of the ‘product development phase’ of the
DIM is presented. Four actions in the model that can be seen in the context of
this thesis: testing during the PDP on utility and usability, have been highlighted.
These actions are: Consumer Test (CST), Concept Evaluation (CEV), Concept Test
(CCT) and Prototype Evaluation (PEV). These four actions form the WHENdimension of the Conceptual Model.
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Design Brief

Analysis Phase

Technical
Analysis

Function
Analysis

Market
Research

Design specifications

Market research, in combination with functional and
technological analysis leads to a problem description
during the analysis phase. In this research, this
problem description is taken as the starting point of
the development. The analysis phase is more related
to ‘analyze consumer expectations’ (Figure 1.4),
which was already excluded from the scope of
research in Chapter 1.

Synthesis Phase

Evaluation

Problem Formulation

Technical
Opportunities

Concept
Development

Consumer
Test

First of all, the synthesis phase creates the opportunity
to conduct an observation-test on product-use
(CST) [Bui 05].

Materialisation Phase

Concepts

Production
Process
Devt

Secondly, feasible directions are translated into
concepts. These concepts are evaluated (CEV) and
one concept is selected.

Evaluation

Concept

Detail
Design

Concept
Testing

Thirdly, there is a possibility for doing a concept test
with potential buyers or users (CCT) to observe
shortcomings
of
the
products
during
the
materialization phase.

Optimisation Phase

Prototype

Production
Preparation

The prototype is evaluated in order to define the final
design of the product. Uncertainty could be reduced by
testing the prototype (PEV) on functions and with
critical users.

Evaluation

Final Design

Optimise
Product

Market
Preparation

Product Design

In the optimization phase, when the market is being
prepared, lead users can be approached to give their
opinion about the final design. This concept can be
posed between concept/product testing and field
feedback (Figure 1.4). Therefore, Market Preparation
is considered beyond the scope of this research.
However, in an iterative context, it can be an
interesting concept. Section 5.2 focuses on this phase.

Evaluation

In the scope
Beyond the scope

Product

Figure 4.4 DIM Product Development Phase in relation to the scope of this thesis
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The three dimensions presented lead to the basis of the model in Figure 4.5.

WHEN
(CST; CEV; CCT; PEV)

WHAT

HOW

(role; look&feel;
implementation;
integration)

(Lab - Field;
Be – Observe/Interview)
Figure 4.5 Three dimensions as basis of the Conceptual Model

4.1.2 Realistic considerations
The three dimensions in Figure 4.5 lead to a framework of 4 (CST, CE, CCT, PE) * 4
look&feel, implementation, integration) * 4 (L, F)*(BE, O/I) = 64 possible
combinations. Testing in all these 64 combinations might not be realistic;
therefore all possibilities are subject to the following arguments:
1. BE and CST is not possible since the focus is on consumer use. In case of
innovative products it would not be realistic for an expert to represent a
real consumer in this phase.
2. BE and look&feel is not possible since an expert is not able to represent
this subjective experience.
3. Since PE assumes a working prototype [Bui 05], only integration
prototypes (and no other prototypes) are tested in the PE phase.
4. Only PE assumes a working prototype [Bui 05]. Since an integration
prototype may need to be as complex as the final artifact, they are the
most difficult and time consuming kinds of prototypes to build [Hou 97].
Therefore integration prototypes are only used in the PE phase and not in
the other phases.
5. Since the only input for the CST is the problem definition and perhaps a
concept under development, the only available artifacts are
 a competitors product that is used to solve a similar problem
 a companies own (earlier) similar product that is used to solve a
similar problem
Both artifacts can be regarded as an integration-prototype. Since the
product is already finished and available on the market, the assumption is
that no partial (role, feel/look or implementation) prototypes are made. In
theory this is possible, but is has been left out since it seems ineffective to
develop a partial prototype when the product is available. On the other
hand, modules of an earlier product can be processed in the final product;
in that case a partial prototype can be made. However this is considered
as a partial prototype of the final product and not of the predecessor.

(role,

4.1.3 Techniques from literature (utility and usability)
One or several techniques from literature are matched to each possible and
realistic combination in the framework. These techniques serve as examples of
how the framework can be translated into feasible and concrete methods.
Numerous theoretical and practical examples concerning utility and usability
testing are available in literature. The techniques mentioned in the framework
only serve as examples and are not an exhaustive list. An overview of the
techniques used can be found in Appendix XV.
In literature, no applicable techniques were found for field observation of
real users in the CCT phase. Unstable prototypes like the ones available in CEV
and CCT are generally not used in field studies with real users. Bly [Bly 97]
mentions that these prototypes might require constant technical support. The
consequence is elaborated in the footnotes of Sheet_a and Appendix XVI.
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4.1.4 WHY
Figure 4.1 shows that the goal of any test-strategy is to reduce uncertainty. For
this reason the category and level of the uncertainty reduced in each realistic
combination of the framework is represented in the Conceptual Model as well.
Category of Uncertainty
The category of uncertainty that is reduced depends on what aspect of the
product is evaluated. The different focus of each technique results in the
reduction of a different set of uncertainty-categories. Furthermore, the product
design status influences whether it is actually possible to reduce the category of
uncertainty. This relation is elaborated in Table 4.2.

Category prototype [Hou 97]
WHAT
Role
the function that an artifact
serves in a user’s life—the way
in which it is useful to them
Look&feel
what it would be like to look at
and interact with
Implementation
how a future artifact might
actually be made to work –
performance issues
Integration

Table 4.2 Category prototype, Uncertainty-category and DIM action
Uncertainty-category [Kei 05]
Action in the DIM [Bui 05]
WHY
WHEN
Target Group
CST
CEV
Wants&Needs
CST
CEV
Changes
CCT
Use
CST
CEV
CCT
CCT
Communication
Compatibility
CEV
CCT
Ease Of Use
CST
CEV
CCT
Rel. Adv.
CEV
CCT
Performance
CCT
Compatibility
CEV
CCT
Parity
CST
CEV
CCT
Rel. Adv.
CEV
CCT
PEV
Performance
CST*
CST*
PEV
Compliance
CST*
PEV
Parity
Target Group
CST*
Wants&Needs
CST*
Changes
CST*
PEV
CST*
PEV
Use
CST*
PEV
Ease Of Use
CST*
PEV
Rel. Adv.
CST*
PEV
Communication

*

If the product under development is not a radical innovation, but already available in another
industry and/or market and/or firm [Gar 02,Figure 2.3], the available artifact can be used in the CST.
This way a broader spectrum of uncertainty might be covered than in case of a radical innovation.
Since the available artifact can have different resemblances to the product under development (same
industry and/or market and/or firm), the category of uncertainty reduction for the product under
development is variable.

Level of Uncertainty
Case Study 1 indicates that the level of uncertainty reduction depends on how
the test is executed, as was seen in Figure 3.7. More specific; the level of
reduction depends on the extent of resemblance to a real user in a real usage
situation. Translating Figure 3.7 to three levels (high, medium and low) of
uncertainty reduction leads to the structure given in Figure 4.6.
B

O/I

F

More realistic

O/I

L

LOW

MEDIUM

F

MEDIUM

HIGH

More reduction

More realistic

L

B

More reduction
Figure 4.6 Translation of Figure 3.7 into three levels of uncertainty reduction
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4.1.5 Connecting all aspects
As was mentioned in the introduction of this section, all aspects discussed in this
section together form the Conceptual Model. The purpose of the Conceptual Model
is to show to what extend utility and usability evaluation techniques can be
integrated in a test strategy in order to reduce uncertainties during the PDP. The
Conceptual Model results in a framework, which is the embodiment of the
Conceptual Model.
More specific, the three dimensions WHAT, HOW and WHEN are the basis
for the Conceptual Model. The axis WHAT addresses the category of the artefact
that is evaluated, the axis HOW addresses the execution of the test and the axis
WHEN addresses the phase of the PDP. All possible combinations are considered
and deliberated upon whether they make sense in reality.
The realistic combinations are matched to several techniques from usability and
utility perspective. Since the ultimate goal of testing during the PDP is to reduce
uncertainty (Figure 1.4, Figure 4.1), the final step in the model indicates the
category and level of uncertainty reduction. Figure 4.7 visualizes the Conceptual
Model.

WHEN
(DIM action)

realistic
considerations

HOW

WHAT

(Lab - Field and
Be – Observe/Interview)

(representation artifact)

Techniques from Literature
-utility & usability-

WHY
(uncertainty:
category & level)
Figure 4.7 Conceptual Model

Filling in the Conceptual Model results in a framework. This framework forms the
operationalization of the Conceptual Model and is elaborated in Sheet_a 2.
The following section elaborates on the application of the model and
accompanying framework in three aggregation-levels.

2

Sheet_a can be found in the Excel files attached to this report.
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4.2

Operationalization of the Conceptual Model

As was mentioned in the previous section, the realization of the Conceptual Model
is the framework presented in Sheet_a. Because of the three different levels in
the framework, three aggregations are possible: on framework-level, dimensionlevel and combination-level, as depicted in Figure 4.8. This section elaborates on
the application of the Conceptual Model in these three aggregations-levels.
LEVEL: Framework

LEVEL: Dimension

LEVEL: Combination

realistic combinations of
WHAT, HOW & WHEN

WHAT / HOW / WHEN
set of combinations

integration techniques

Aggregation1

Aggregation2

Aggregation3

Figure 4.8 Levels in the framework with accompanying aggregations

4.2.1 Aggregation 1: Overview of all DIM actions.
The first aggregation gives an overview of the category and level of uncertainty
that can be reduced in each of the four DIM actions. This is elaborated in Table
4.3. Table 4.3 was constructed as follows:
As can be seen in Sheet_a, several realistic combinations exist in each DIM
action. Each combination results in a set of categories and accompanying level of
uncertainty. The four green-highlighted rows in Sheet_a depict the highest level
of uncertainty reduction for each Uncertainty-category on all combinations in each
DIM action. Table 4.3 represents this summary for each of the four actions.
Appendix XVII elaborates further on the meaning of this table and interpretational
issues.
Table 4.3 Uncertainty reduced in the DIM actions: (High, Medium, Low).

H
H

M
H

H
H
M
H

H
M
H

Communication

H
M
M
H

Rel. Adv.

H
M

Changes

H
M

Ease Of Use

PEV

H
H
H
H

Use

CCT

H
H
H

Wants&Needs

CEV

Target Group

CST

Parity

Compatibility

Ability

Uncertainty-category

M
H

N.B. Aggregations on this level can be made as well for the different categories in
the WHAT-dimension (What category and level of uncertainty reduction can be
realized by each of the prototype-categories?) or for the different ways of
evaluation in the HOW-dimension (e.g. What category and level of uncertainty
reduction can be realized by means of Laboratory-tests?).
4.2.2 Aggregation 2: Performing a CCT
The following aggregation-level concerns a dimension. In this case, the CCTaction in the WHEN dimension is elaborated.
Table 4.4 gives an overview of the categories and level of uncertainty-reduction
realized by each of the nine realistic combinations in CCT. As can be seen in
Table 4.4, some combinations can be joined to get a better result. Joining
combinations could result in more extensive set of uncertainty-categories
assessed or a more thorough reduction. For example: joining combinations 6, 7,
8 and 9 gives the best result. This is shown in Table 4.4. Table 4.4 reflects the
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highest level of uncertainty reduction for each of the categories that is obtained
by joining combinations 6, 7, 8 and 9. For example: category Ability shows 6=M,
7=_, 8=_ and 9=H, which leads to an H in 6789, on Ability.
However, the joint combinations 4569, 4689 and 5679 give the same result as
6789. In this case a consideration on cost (money, time) of each combination can
be made. One might even decide to join combinations 3, 4 and 5 if the result of a
cost-benefit trade-off is favorable. Furthermore, it is necessary to evaluate each
combination on the applicability for the company with respect to resources.
Table 4.4 Several combinations in performing a CCT

1:L
2:L
3:L
4:L
5:L
6:L
7:F
8:F
9:F
679
6789
4569
4689
5679

B
B
B
O/I
O/I
O/I
B
B
B

role
look/feel
implementation
role
look/feel
implementation
role
look/feel
implementation

L
M

M
M

L

M

M

M
H

H

M
M

M

H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H

M
M
M
M
M

L
L

M

M
M

M
M

M

M
M

H
M

M

M
M
M
M
M

Communication

L
L

M

Rel. Adv.

Ease Of Use

Use

Changes

Wants&Needs

Target Group

Parity

Compatibility

Ability

Uncertainty-category

M

M
M
M
M

M
M
M
M
M

M
M
M
M
M

N.B. Aggregations on this level can be made as well for the other actions in the
WHEN dimension; CST, CEV and PEV. The HOW and WHAT dimension can serve
as base as well.
4.2.3 Aggregation 3: Synergy of different techniques.
The proposed framework shows that several techniques can be performed in the
same stage and that they have different results. An example of an integration of
several techniques in the PEV phase is elaborated in this section.
The insights generated by the case studies in Chapter 3 indicate that it is
necessary to use a variety of techniques. De Jong and Lentz propose experttesting with realistic usage scenarios in combination with real user characteristics
and evaluation criteria [Jon 06]. Han et al. [Han 01] point out that CE usability
places as much importance on the subjective aspects (i.e. image and impression)
as on performance. Therefore, solely expert evaluation will not be sufficient.
Kantner and Rosenbaum suggest to first conduct an expert-focused evaluation (to
gather the usability problems that are easily) and afterwards proceed with a userfocused evaluation (aimed at detecting the really hard-to-find usability problems)
[Jon 06, Kan 97]. Nevertheless, the case studies in Chapter 3 reveal the insight
that observing a real user interacting with a product can add value to an
Analytical Usability Evaluation. This suggests another order in which the usability
expert evaluation follows a test with real end-users. In this case both the usability
and utility aspect are important. As mentioned before, the Basic Design Cycle
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(BDC) of Roozenburg [Roo 77], is the basis for each step in the DIM model.
Figure 4.9 depicts the suggested order of tests in the structure of the BDC.

User-Product
interation

Criteria

Scenario
Design

Synthesis

Expert
evaluation

Issue
evaluation

Issues

Improvements
for final design

Figure 4.9 Prototype evaluation based on Basic Design Cycle

In the suggested prototype evaluation process, the starting point is a prototype.
The user-product interaction is evaluated by observing a real user using the
prototype. Case study 1 shows that bringing the prototype in a real use context
reveals many Ability and Ease Of Use issues. According to Jordan et al. [Jor 96],
there is no substitute for seeing users struggling with a product.
The questionnaire afterwards can be seen as the synthesis. It reflects users'
opinion about the product’s image/impression [Han 01].
After evaluating the user test, the usability engineer can specify the issues of the
product that were identified by the users. These issues give an impression of the
scenarios that need to be investigated more thoroughly. A systematic evaluation
is conducted by the evaluator. This way ‘Being the user’ is more efficient since the
usability evaluator has actually seen a real user interacting with a prototype.
N.B. A similar aggregation can be made for other techniques in the same
dimension. Techniques within one combination can be integrated as well.
4.3

Adaptation of the model in the two case studies

This section evaluates the Conceptual Model by adapting it to the two case
studies of Chapter 3.
4.3.1 Adaptation Case study 1
Product_X was about to be released. In terms of the DIM, it was in the PEV.
Although the system had a few bugs, it can be classified as a fully working
prototype. Since the materialization phase is late in the PDP, there might have
been an earlier possibility to reduce uncertainty by testing and evaluating the
product under development. Aggregation 1 shows that questions can be posed
along on of the three dimensions in the basis. The main question in this case is:
What category and level of uncertainty reduction can be realized in each of the
DIM actions? Therefore, the WHEN axis is the prominent dimension in the basis.
In Appendix XVIII, all issues found in the test have been related to the earliest
phase in which they could have been identified. Table 4.5 summarizes the
distribution of issues over the four DIM actions.
Table 4.5 Issues Product_X related to earliest phase of reduce-ability

Target Group

Wants&Needs

Changes

Use

Ease Of Use

Rel. Adv.

Communication

Bug

2
0
27
6
35

1
1
7
1
10

0
1
1
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

7
1
0
0
8

0
0
0
0
0

1
2
2
7
12

4
1
28
1
34

4
2
3
3
12

0
0
17
0
17

0
0
5
4
9

Total

Parity

CST
CEV
CCT
PEV
total

Compatibility

Uncertainty-category
Ability

Prototype

19
8
90
22
139

The adaptation of the model to Case Study 1 has been executed reasoning back
the uncertainty categories per phase. Sheet_a has been used to find out what
could have been done in order to reduce all uncertainty-categories in Table 4.5.
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Decision

No time and money constraints have been taken into account by appointing a test
strategy. Due to confidentiality reasons, these constraints were unknown.
Sheet_b elaborates on the result, which is summarized in Figure 4.10. Starting
point of the test strategy definition is the prominent WHEN dimension. Each of the
line in the figure represents a DIM action. For example: The pink line represents
the test strategy for the CST (WHEN), where an F–O/I (HOW) evaluation is
performed on a competitor’s product (WHAT). This leads to the uncertainty
reduction (WHY) presented in a table similar to Table 4.3.
The techniques that match the combinations are elaborated in Appendix XIX.

W HEN
CST
CEV
CCT
PEV

c o m p e tit o r’s

L - B
L – O /I

ro le + lo o k & fe e l +
im p le m e n ta tio n

F - B
in te g ra tio n

F – O /I

W HAT

HOW

Techniques from Framework
(Appendix XIX)
WHY

M
H

H
M
M
H

H
M
M
H

H
M
M
H

Communication

H
M

Rel. Adv.

H
M

Changes

Wants&Needs

Parity

H
H
H
H

Ease Of Use

H
H

H
H
H
H

Use

PEV

H

Target Group

CST
CEV
CCT

Compatibility

Ability

Uncertainty-reduction

H
M
H

Figure 4.10 Conceptual Model adapted to Case Study 1
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4.3.2 Adaptation Case Study 2
In the description of Case Study 2, two functions of Product_Y have been
highlighted; Function Y_1 and Function Y_2. This section describes the adaptation
of the Conceptual Model to these two functions.
Function Y_1
The main issue with Function Y_1 was the fact that the participants did not
understood what happened. This is an issue that concerns the performance of the
system, all combinations with the WHAT-dimension ‘role’ and ‘look&feel’ have
been excluded. Furthermore, an issue that is related to understanding concerns
uncertainty in the category Compatibility (with standards, use environment &
knowledge user). Combinations not reducing this category of uncertainty have
been excluded as well.
Secondly, Function Y_1 is a very detailed function, which is elaborated in the
detailed design phase: The CEV phase is too early in this case.
Appendix XX visualizes the promising combinations remaining. The Compatibility
uncertainty can already be reduced in the CCT phase, and an early assessment of
uncertainty is favorable [Ver 99, Lu 02]. The best combination is <CCT-L-O/Iimpl.> with accompanying techniques, depicted in Table 4.6. An implementation
prototype of Function Y_1 could be a virtual simulation or Wizard of Oz (where
missing services are supplemented by a hidden wizard) on a computer.

im
pl.

Co-Discovery Exploration/Learning
Empirical Usability Evaluation, Lab
CMR performance evaluation

Communication

Rel. Adv.

Ease Of Use

Use

Changes

Wants&Needs

H

Target Group

M H

Ability

name

prototype

B O/I
O/I

Parity

L

Compatibility

CCT

L F

phase

Table 4.6 Best combination to assess Function Y_1

M

impl. = implementation, int = integration

Function Y_2
Function Y_2 is an Ease Of Use issue. Therefore all combinations that do not
reduce Ease of Use uncertainty in a medium of high manner are discarded. Since
the UI will be specified in the CCT phase, all CST and CEV combinations are
excluded as well. In Table 4.7, the five remaining combinations are shown and
further elaborated in Appendix XX.

Co-Discovery Exploration/Learning
Empirical Usability Evaluation, Lab
CMR Product-use testing, alpha
testing

PE

F

B

int.

PE

F

O/I

int.

M

H

name

Communication

int.

Rel. Adv.

O/I

Ease Of Use

L

Use

PE

M
M

Changes

Wizard of Oz
Informal Usability Evaluation, Field

Wants&Needs

l/f
l/f

Target Group

prototype

O/I
B

Parity

B O/I

L
F

Compatibility

L F

CCT
CCT

Ability

phase

Table 4.7 Combinations to assess Function Y_2

M M
M M
H

M M M M M

Informal Usability Evaluation, Field
H M M
M M M M M
CMR Product-use test, beta testing
(I)
Empirical Usability Evaluation, field
H H H
H H H H H
CMR Product-use test, gamma
testing (I)
l/f = look&feel, int. = integration, (I) = only Interview, no Observation
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The last combination shows a high Ease Of Use-uncertainty reduction in all
categories. However, this is the most time-consuming technique. A combination
of L–O/I and F–B techniques (introduced in aggregation 3, Section 4.2.3) can be
interesting. The advantage of a test in CCT is an early reduction of uncertainty,
whereas a test in PEV covers a broader scope of uncertainty categories.
The look&feel prototype in CCT can be an interactive computer simulation that
fully works or one with a Wizard of Oz construction.
4.3.3 Overview adaptations
The previous sections adapt the Conceptual Model to the two case studies for
evaluation. As was mentioned in Section 4.2, the operationalization of the
Conceptual Model is aggregated by three levels: framework, dimension and
combination. In Table 4.8 the adaptations of the case studies are related to the
three aggregations. This clarifies how the several aggregations have been applied
in the adaptations and summarizes the adaptation of the Conceptual Modal to the
case studies.
Table 4.8 Summary adaptation Conceptual Model to the case studies.

Case Study 1
(Product X)

Case Study 2
(Function
Y_1)

Case Study 2
(Function
Y_2)

4.4

LEVEL: Framework

LEVEL: Dimension

LEVEL: Combination

realistic combinations of
WHAT, HOW & WHEN

WHAT / HOW / WHEN
set of combinations

integration techniques

Aggregation 1
WHEN -> all are interesting
HOW -> no resource
restrictions known, so all
options are open
WHAT -> imitative
innovation, so competitors'
product available
WHEN -> only CCT and
PEV; detailed function
HOW -> no resource
restrictions known, so all
options are open
WHAT -> compatibility
issues, so 'role' is
eliminated (Table 4.2)
WHEN -> only CCT and
PEV; earlier UI is not
specified yet
HOW -> no resource
restrictions known, so all
options are open
WHAT -> Ease Of Use issue,
so only look&feel and
integration (Table 4.2)

Aggregation 2
Aggregation on WHEN
dimension.

Aggregation 3
Integration of techniques
within combinations is
possible.
Integration of techniques
in different combinations
is possible as well.

Aggregation on WHEN
dimension.
As early as possible, with
most uncertainty
reduction, leads to:
<CCT-L-O/I-impl.>

Integration of the three
techniques in <CCT-LO/I-impl.> is possible.

Aggregation on WHEN
dimension.
Two options:
Highest Ease Of Use in
case of <PEV-F-O/I-int.>
Less resources needed in
case of a combination of
L–O/I and F–B

Integration of techniques
within combinations is
possible.
Integration of techniques
in different combinations
is possible as well.

Conclusion Conceptual Model

The Conceptual Model, that was presented, explained and evaluated in the
preceding sections, integrates utility and usability evaluation techniques in a test
strategy for a product under development. Techniques originating from both CMR
and Usability testing literature form these test strategies, based on three
dimensions: WHAT, HOW and WHEN.
• WHAT addresses the category of the artifact that is evaluated;
• HOW addresses the execution of the test (which is actually a combination
of WHO interacts with the product and WHERE the interaction takes place)
• WHEN addresses the phase of the PDP
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Extent of integration: As was mentioned in Section 4.2, the operationalization
of the Conceptual Model can be aggregated on three levels: framework,
dimension and combination. The extent of integration relates to the aggregationlevel of the operationalization as follows:
 Product perspective instead of an organisational perspective
The adaptation of the model to the case studies on framework-level shows
that using these three dimensions as a starting point results indeed in an
integrated method. The determination of a test strategy is not derived from a
specific point of view (e.g. marketeer or developer), but it reasons from the
situation of the product under development.
 The actual integration differs for each of the four DIM actions in the PDP
From the adaptation of the Conceptual Model to Case Study 1, it has become
clear that the actual integration differs for each of the four DIM actions in the
PDP in the WHEN dimension.
CST: In the CST, the integration is realized by paying attention to both utility
and usability aspects. Techniques from CMR and Usability testing are
combined to generate ideas for the concept.
CEV, CCT: During the CEV and CCT a different kind of integration is
established. Since no fully working prototype is available yet, only partial
prototypes are available. Using the partial prototypes role, look&feel and
implementation physically separates the concepts utility and usability in
respectively utility, usability-image/impression and usability-performance.
Although the product under development is first parted and evaluated in
parallel, the integration of utility and usability occurs when the results of the
separated assessments are integrated later on. In this case separation finally
leads to integration.
PEV: In the PEV a fully working prototype is evaluated and therefore assessed
on the total consumer experience that focuses on both utility and usability, as
is depicted in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9 Total consumer experience

TOTAL CONSUMER EXPERIENCE =
role
utility

+
+

look&feel
usabilityimage/impression

+
+

implementation =
usabilityperformance

 Integration of utility and usability oriented techniques
In aggregation 3, on combination level, utility and usability techniques are
integrated as was shown in Section 4.2.3
Advantages: Determination of a test strategy by means of the model results in
the following advantages on the three aggregation-levels:
 Earlier reduction of uncertainty
Aggregation 1, on framework level, shows that an earlier reduction of
uncertainty can be realized in the adaptation of the model to both of the Case
Studies. Using the proposed model creates the awareness that one does not
have to wait for a fully working prototype.
 Ability to make considerations between feasible combinations
Aggregation 2, on dimension level, shows that a cost/benefit consideration
can be made. The adaptation of the model to the Requesting the Title Menufunction in Case Study 2 shows a consideration between two combinations:
On the one hand a combination that reduces a high level of uncertainty with a
high amount of resources and on the other hand a set of combinations with a
medium reduction of uncertainty with a lower amount of resources.
 Creative solutions
Aggregation 3, on combination level, shows that integrating existing
techniques can evolve in different solutions, tuned to the situation, for
evaluating the total consumer experience (Table 4.9).
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1

Conclusions

To fulfil the objective of this thesis; exploring the possibility to integrate usabilitytesting techniques and utility-testing techniques to eventually reduce NTF,
research questions have been posed in Chapter 1. This section covers the review
on the four research sub-questions and the main research question.
5.1.1 Research sub-questions
1. What is the role of CMR in the PDP?
Generally, CMR is a marketing oriented methodology to evaluate a product under
development. The main goal of CMR is to evaluate whether the functionality of
the product satisfies the expectations of the consumers. More specific: CMR is
mainly focused on reducing uncertainty concerning Target Group, Wants&Needs,
Changes, Use, Rel. Av. and Communication. Moreover, CMR is oriented towards
consumer experience before the purchase. In the early phases of the PDP, CMR is
mainly oriented at determining the product functionality. Late in the PDP, CMR is
focused on establishing the market plan and forecasting product success.
2. What is the role of Usability testing in the PDP?
Usability testing originates from the software industry. The methodology is aimed
towards evaluating the ease of use of the product: whether the functionality can
be used with efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. Nowadays usability is
getting incorporated in the CE industry. Authors suggest a less performance
oriented definition than it used to have in the software industry. Usability
evaluation addresses uncertainty-categories like Ability, Compatibility, Parity,
Use, Ease Of Use and Rel. Adv. and is mainly performed in the middle phases of
the PDP to evaluate the ease of use of the already determined functionality of the
system.
3. What is the theoretical difference between CMR and Usability testing in the
PDP?
The theoretical difference can be best summarized on five aspects: purpose;
focus; goal; actors and place in the PDP, elaborated in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 CMR and Usability Testing (Table 2.8)

Purpose
Focus
Goal

Actors
PDP

CMR

Usability testing

Strategic
Utility (functionality)
To identify the needs of the
consumer and verify the product’s
functionality.
To forecast the product’s diffusion
Executives, brand and advertising
professionals, product managers

Tactic
Usability (ease of use)
To determine whether the product can
be used with effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction

Starts with defining the concept
and the users
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Designers, engineers, information
technology developers
Starts with a user and a concept

4. How can CMR and Usability testing be integrated?
The case studies in Chapter 3 show that it is possible to link an analytical usability
study with an empirical utility evaluation. CMR and Usability testing can be
combined as was shown in the Conceptual Model:





The first step towards integration is not to think in techniques, but along
three dimensions: WHEN; WHAT and HOW. This way no separation is
made between utility and usability, which is the first step towards
integration.
Each combination of the three dimension matches with techniques from
literature, with can be CMR-oriented, usability-oriented or both.
Furthermore, each combination and matching techniques result in
reduction of certain categories and levels of uncertainty.

5. What are the advantages of an integrated methodology?
 From Case Study 1 it has become clear that, in order to fully assess a
product, it is necessary to use a variety of techniques. There might be
whole classes of uncertainty-categories missed by any one.
 Case Study 2 links CMR and Usability testing and shows that observing a
real user interacting with a product can add value to an Analytical Usability
Evaluation. This is very interesting for the following reasons:
1. Innovative products are unstable and therefore the usage is hardly
predictable;
2. Usability in CE concerns a more subjective image/impression part as
well, opposed to the generally performance oriented software-usability;
3. Integrating the two methodologies leads to more insight in the userproduct interaction, since the focus of the evaluation has been
broadened. The focus of an integrated method is on the whole
consumer experience process (Figure 2.2) whereas it used to be either
on the phases before the purchase (in case of CMR) or on the phases
after the purchase (in case of Usability testing). This way, a broader
scope of consumer expectations is covered.
5.1.2

Main research question:

To what extent, can CMR and Usability testing be integrated in an iterative PDP to
collect more (uncertain) user-product interaction information?
In the previous section the way of integrating CMR and Usability testing was
elaborated. The adaptation of the Conceptual Model to the case studies shows
that the two methodologies can be integrated by:
 Using a product perspective instead of an organisational perspective on
framework level;
 Different kind of integration throughout the PDP on WHEN-dimension
level;
 Integration of utility and usability oriented techniques on combination
level.
These three aspects lead to:
 Earlier reduction of uncertainty on framework level;
 Ability to differentiate based on feasible combinations on WHEN-dimension
level;
 Creative solutions on combination level.
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5.2

Recommendations

This section presents the recommendations that follow from the research. The
recommendations can be seen in the first place as suggestions for further
research. This research concluded that integration of CMR and Usability testing is
interesting. However, due to time-constraints two promising subjects related to
the research have not been investigated. These subjects concern the selection of
participants on knowledge (Section 3.1) and Market testing (Figure 4.4).
Selecting participants: Since product evaluation techniques where end-users
are observed or interviewed originate from marketing, the participants in a test
are generally selected on buying intention [Rog 62]. An integration of CMR and
Usability testing shifts the focus, which used to be on the buying intention, on the
whole consumer experience process. Therefore, a selection on buying intention
does not suffice anymore and another selection method is needed. Kleuskens [Kle
07] has investigated this phenomenon and presented a method where the testparticipant is classified on subjective and objective knowledge. At the moment,
research is conducted whether the segmentation of participants classified on
knowledge shows a significant relation with usability measures in test where
participants interact with a product [Cox 07]. Furthermore, similar experiments
need to be conducted in order to investigate the effect of this knowledge
segmentation on utility-oriented aspects. If a significant relation is observed, the
method for classifying test participants in industry needs to be adapted when
focusing on both utility and usability of the product under development.
Market testing: Market testing is slightly beyond the scope of this research,
since it can be seen as a method in between Concept/product testing and Field
feedback (Figure 1.4). Nevertheless it can be an interesting addition to the
Conceptual Model.
Mentioned in Figure 4.4, Buijs and Valkenburg suggest evaluating the marketing
plan by approaching lead users [Urb 88]. In Market testing a product is evaluated
on aspects like price, availability, communication and relative advantage. This
approach is marketing oriented and similar techniques mentioned in this thesis
are CMR Pre-Market testing and CMR Market testing [Oze 99]. A more product
oriented technique is gamma-testing [Oze 99], where the product is used by a
person in a real environment permanently. A very small market with a very fast
feedback loop is created. Information from potential consumers is available at an
earlier stage. In terms of the DIM; the phases ‘market introduction’, ‘product in
use’, ‘strategy formulation’ and ‘design brief formulation’ are gone through very
fast and on low scale. New input for the product development phase is generated.
Although this is a promising concept, the use of lead users is still questionable
[Kei 05]. This is due to the unstable environment of innovative products.
Furthermore, real lead users are hard to identify in the case of high innovative
products. At times the lead user is to be sought in another type of industry or
environment. Other types of participants can be addressed as well, such as expert
users or target consumers [Kei 05].
As was suggested in Section 2.6 (Pre-)Market tests are expected to clarify on
Target Group, Changes in wants and needs, Use environment, Relative Advantage
and product Communication in a profound manner. If a similar research is
conducted as presented in Case Study 1 (however with a focus on Pre-Market and
Market tests), the effect of these tests on the different uncertainty-categories can
be investigated. Compared to the methods analyzed in Case Study 1 the set-up of
(Pre-)Market tests is different. Research aimed at (Pre-)Market testing could be a
pilot study focused on the types of uncertainty addressed, as well as on the
feasibility (time and effort) of information gathering.
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5.3

Recommendations for Philips

Part of the research has been conducted at Philips Applied Technologies
(AppTech) in Singapore. Some specific recommendations hold for this
organization.
Presentation of the Test Strategies: Philips AppTech presents the tests offered
as nine possible tests along the PDP, separated in CEC and SUT methodologies.
This way AppTech restricts itself to those nine tests, while they could offer more.
The consultants with test-experience can ‘be’ the user; a large database is
available for inviting users; and the domestic laboratory is very extensive.
Therefore, thinking along three dimensions with the client before being restricted
to pre-defined techniques helps AppTech to offer a customized and more
interesting solution for the client.
Consumer Experience Test: In Case Study 2, a CET test was observed at
Philips Innohub. This test is initiated by Philips Consumer and Market Intelligence
(CMI). This recommendation focuses on the goal and payment of the CET.
Goal: The aim of CMI is to give a GO/NoGO decision for the commercial
release of the product. CMI will give this decision if a predefined percentage of
the ten participants answers the question whether they would recommend the
product to a friend positively. Furthermore, the results of the test go to the
product managers who will make changes to the product if there is sufficient time
in the project left. Usually only small changes to the product can be realized due
to the limited time left since the product in CET is already at the end of the PDP.
After observing the CET in Case Study 2, the issues found in the test have been
analyzed. These issues were matched to the NTF uncertainty-categories. As can
be seen in Figure 3.10, almost 70 percent of the issues found can be categorized
as Ease Of Use issues. It will be hard, if not impossible, to apply these testresults in the product under development since the product is about to be
released. In summary: the CET test might be performed at the wrong time for
the wrong audience; the goal of the CET is to make a Go/NoGO decision.
However, more information can be obtained since interesting usability issues are
revealed as well.
Payment: CET tests are conducted by AppTech, which is a cost centre of
Philips. AppTech charges their customers; the Philips departments. Since the CET
is an obligated milestone in the Philips PDP for CE, CMI pays for the tests.
If a product manager desires an extra test, for example a SUT test, the product
manager has to pay. Currently SUT tests are conducted occasionally in case of
unfamiliar products. The SUT test differs from a CEC test in the sense that the
SUT test is conducted by an AppTech expert and not by real end user. A SUT test
might be more convenient because it is performed earlier and is less expensive.
One of the conclusions of this research is that a usability test with real end users
is valuable in case of innovative products. Furthermore, utility is very subjective
and therefore can only be assessed by real end users. Therefore a test focused on
utility and usability with real end-users is interesting for the product managers as
well, however in an earlier stage. The problem is that the product managers do
not want to pay for an empirical test since CMI already pays for the CET. As
mentioned earlier, the goal and timing of the CET are generally unfavorable.
The problem described is an organizational issue and beyond the scope of this
thesis. Research in this area is being conducted by Van Kuijk [Kui 06, Kui 07],
who investigates best usability practices in CE companies. For his research he
visited Philips Singapore as well. The research of Van Kuijk is performed on a
tactical level while this thesis is more operational. The outcome of this research
might have an effect on the context and the emphasis of product evaluation
during product development. This could create opportunities for Philips Apptech to
guide and evaluate the development of innovative products within Philips.
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